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M E N ’ S  S W I M M I N G  &  D I V I N G  C O N TA C T
MIKE BASFORD
Offi ce Phone:
614-292-1389
Cell Phone:
908-892-8951
E-mail:
basford.16@osu.edu
ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS
Associate Athletics Director/Communications .......Dan  
  ......................................................... Wallenberg
Director ...................................................Leann Parker
Associate Directors............Jerry Emig, Adam Widman
Assistant Directors................... Mike Basford, Brett Rybak
  ............. Kendra Willard, Danielle Warner, Alex Morando
Interns................................... Julie Brown, Ben Vondal
 Website .......................OhioStateBuckeyes.com
 Main Offi ce Phone ......................(614) 292-6861
 Fax .............................................(614) 292-8547
Men’s Swimming Contact .......................Mike Basford
 Offi ce Phone ............................... 614-292-0134
 Cell Phone ................................... 908-892-8951
 E-mail ............................... basford.16@osu.edu
Student Assistant .............................. Ashley Albertson
Address  ...................... 6th Floor, The Fawcett Center
  ................................. 2400 Olentangy River Rd.
  ...................................... Columbus, Ohio 43210
MEET DAY MANAGEMENT
Press Row ............................................ 614-292-1813
Facility Operations  ............................... 614-292-6532
Ticket Offi ce  ......................................... 614-292-2624
Marketing  ............................................. 614-292-3672
Training Room  ..................................... 614-292-7880
Equipment Room  ................................. 614-292-2654
THE BIG TEN CONFERENCE
Swimming and Diving contact ..................Olivia Truby 
Phone  ....................................... 847-696-1010 (x129)
 E-mail  .................................. oturby@bigten.org
 Fax ............................................... 847-696-1110
 Web site  ............................................bigten.org
Mailing Address  ............................... 5440 Park Place
  ...........................................Rosemont, IL 60018
UNIVERSITY FACTS
Location  .........................Columbus, Ohio (pop. 1.7m)
Founded  .............................................................1870 
Enrollment  .......................56,867(Columbus campus)
  ....................................... 64,429 (all campuses)
Nickname .................................................... Buckeyes
Colors  ......... Scarlet (PMS 200) and Gray (PMS 429)
Mascot  ...............................................Brutus Buckeye
Interim President ................................... Joseph Alutto
Director of Athletics ..Eugene Smith (Notre Dame ’77)
Faculty Representative  ... John Bruno (Pittsburgh ’75)
Conference  ..........................................Big Ten (1913) 
SWIMMING & DIVING HISTORY
Big Ten Championships  ..........................................13
Swimming All-Americans  ......................................283 
Diving All-Americans .............................................175
All-Big Ten Selections (fi rst team; since 1984) ........53
Academic All-Big Ten Selections  ..........................268
Big Ten Distinguished Scholars (since 2009) ..........24 
Home Facility  .................... McCorkle Aquatic Pavilion
   Building 247, 1847 Neil Ave. 
   Columbus, OH 43210
Total Seating Capacity ........................................1,750
Total Capacity in Gallons .............................1,557,968
TEAM FACTS
Head Coach ............................. Bill Wadley, 25th year
   Alma Mater, Year  ..........................  Austin Peay, ’79
   OSU Record (Years) .............................. 213-38 (24)
   Career Record (Years) .......................... 237-48 (27)
Assistant Coach ..................Dave Rollins, Arizona ’07
Diving Coach  ......................... Justin Sochor, 1st year
   Alma Mater, Year  .....................Cleveland State, ’96
Swimming Phone ............................... (614) 292-1542
Diving Phone  ..................................... (614) 282-0527
Fax  (614) 292-5736
Swimming E-mail 
 Head Coach .........................wadley.1@osu.edu
 Assistant Coach ................ rollins.113@osu.edu
Diving E-mail  ................................sochor.7@osu.edu
2013 NCAA Qualifi ers Returning/Lost  ...................9/3
2012-13 Overall Record  ........................................8-2
2013 Big Ten Championships Finish ......................3rd
2013 NCAA Championships Finish  .....................12th
CREDENTIAL REQUESTS
Members of the working media needing credentials 
should contact Mike Basford in the athletics com-
munications offi ce at 614-292-0134 or at basford.16@
osu.edu. 
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Photo passes are issued to newspapers, wire 
services and special periodical publications. Flash 
photography is prohibited and strobe use must be 
approved in advance.
STUDENT-ATHLETE INTERVIEWS
Media wishing to conduct interviews with members 
of the men’s swimming and diving team should 
contact Mike Basford. Please call at least one day in 
advance.
PRACTICES
The Buckeyes practice Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 
and Friday at 6 a.m. and again from approximately 
2:00-4 p.m. at the Bill and Mae McCorkle Aquatic 
Pavilion.
WEEKLY RELEASE
A weekly release, which includes notes and statistics, 
is available each week on the offi cial Ohio State 
athletics web site at: OhioStateBuckeyes.com.
POST-MEET PROCEDURES
Interviews will begin 10 minutes after the meet ends. 
Swimmers, divers and coaches will be available on the 
pool deck.
OHIOSTATEBUCKEYES.COM
This is the offi cial web site of the Ohio State Athletics 
Department. Women’s swimming and diving releases 
as well as a wide variety of athletics department infor-
mation can be found here.
VIDEO SERVICES
For information regarding video services and meet 
footage (if available), contact Mark Smith at 614-688-
5359.
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Considered one of the fi nest competition pools and 
diving wells in the nation, the 1,750-seat Bill and Mae 
McCorkle Aquatic Pavilion’s new technology provides 
a venue for some of the fastest times and best diving 
in the country. 
The facility, in the heart of campus and adjacent to 
three other world-class facilities – Ohio Stadium, Thomp-
son Library and the Recreation and Physical Activity 
Center – has earned a reputation for fast water in its 
fi ve years. In fact, that’s what the Columbus Dispatch 
wrote about the facility in an in-depth article titled 
“Built for Speed.” 
The article stated that “it’s not one thing that makes 
this pool fast, but a collection of things – the depth, 
number and width of lanes, deep gutters, and water 
inlets at the bottom of the pool – that reduce waves.”
And the July 2007 issue of Aquatics International 
magazine stated this about McCorkle: 
“…a state-of-the-art competition pool loaded with 
the latest technology sets a university apart from the 
competition.”
Completed in the summer of 2005 and edicated Octo-
ber 14, 2005, the McCorkle Aquatic Pavilion is the newest 
addition to Ohio State’s top-notch athletics facilities. 
The Pavilion consists of the Mike Peppe Natatorium and 
the Ron O’Brien Diving Well. Holding nearly 1.56 million 
gallons of water in the entire facility, the Pavilion is part 
of Ohio State’s new Recreation and Physical Activity 
Center (RPAC). 
The McCorkle Aquatic Pavilion has already hosted 
numerous championship competitions. Here is a look 
at the championship slate to date: 
 2014 NCAA Zone C Diving Competition
 2012 USA Swimming Grand Prix
 2010 Men’s NCAA Championships
 2010 Men’s Big Ten Championships
 2010 USA Diving Winter Nationals & World
 Cup Team Trials
 2008 Toyota Grand Prix 
 2008 Women’s NCAA Championships
 2008 NCAA Zone C Diving Competition 
 2008 Women’s Big Ten Championships 
 2008 USA Diving World Cup Selection Camp
 2007 Men’s Big Ten Championships
 2006 Women’s Big Ten Championships
 2006 NCAA Zone C Diving Competition
 2006 McCorkle Long Course Classic
 2006 Peppe/Bruce Invitational
 2006 International Diving Invitational
AQUATIC PAVILION
McCORKLE
Dimensions
10 lanes of a 50 meter racing course
20 lanes of a 25 yard racing course
28 lanes of a 25 meter racing course
20 foot decks surrounding pools
3 championship water polo courses
4,638 square foot diving pool of 536,792 gallons
14,156 square foot competitive pool of 934,324 
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NAME EVENT YR. HOMETOWN (PREVIOUS SCHOOL)
Andrew Applby BK/FR FR Cuyahoga Falls (Cuyahoga Falls HS)
Mark Belanger FR/FL FR Akron, Ohio (Firestone HS)
Ian Betts FR JR Mansfi eld, Texas (University of California - Santa Barbara)
Andrew Braun IM/BR JR Louisville, Ky. (St. Xavier)
Kevin Bressler BR FR Sandusky, Ohio (Perkins HS)
Andrew Brower FR/BR/IM SO Cincinnati, Ohio (St. Xavier)
Ryan Bubb FR/FL SR Lincoln, Neb. (Lincoln East)
Keeler Callahan FR SO Columbus, Ohio (Worthington Kilbourne)
Chris Cowley BR JR Krugersdorp, South Africa (Players Academy College)
Sam Decker FR SO Canal Winchester, Ohio (Canal Winchester)
Chris DePietro FL/IM SO Lancaster, Ohio (Lancaster)
Dan DiSalle FR/IM SO Toledo, Ohio (St. Francis de Sales)
Michael DiSalle FR JR Toledo, Ohio (St. Francis de Sales)
Dmitry Dolgov FR/IM JR Powell, Ohio (Olentangy Liberty)
Stephen Ettienne DV JR Waterbury, Conn. (Sacred Heart)
Josh Fleagle FR/BK/BR SO St. Mary’s, Ohio
Michael Gallagher BK/IM SR Sandusky, Ohio (St. Mary Central Catholic)
Tamas Gercsak FL/BR/IM JR Budapest, Hungary
Alex Gonzalez DV FR Canton, Ohio (Central Catholic HS)
Jack Hendricks FR FR Cincinnati, Ohio (St. Xavier)
Steffen Hillmer FR FR Essen, Germany (Helmholtz-Gymnasium Essen)
Christian Holstein DV SR Columbus, Ohio (Upper Arlington)
Alex Hutchinson FR SO Harrison, Ohio (William Henry Harrison H.S.)
Vladislav Komarov FR FR Khabarovsk, Russia
Joey Long FR FR Columbus, Ohio (Upper Arlington)
Peter Lyon FR/FL SO Zionsville, Indiana (Zionsville Community)
DJ McDonald FR/BR/IM SO Toledo, Ohio (St. Francis de Sales)
Connor McDonald BK JR Lake Oswego, Oregon (Jesuit)
Michael Meldon FR/FL SO Strongsville, Ohio (Strongsville)
Matt McHugh FL/BK/FR FR West Bend, Ind. (West Bend HS)
Alex Miller FR SR Cincinnati, Ohio (St. Xavier)
Shane Miszkiel DV SR Victoria, British Columbia 
Jovan Mitrovic FR SO Lugano, Switzerland (Liceo Lugano 2)
Matt Moen  FR/IM FR Brookfi eld, Conn. (Brookfi eld HS)
Sean Monahan  FR/IM JR Cincinnati, Ohio (Turpin)
David Morgan FR/BR/IM SO Oldsmar, Fla. (Palm Harbor University H.S.)
Alex Osterhage FR JR Dayton, Ohio (Centerville)
Dominic Pecze BK JR Amherst, Ohio (Amherst Steele)
Tim Phillips FR/FL RS SR Vienna, W. Va. (Parkersburg)
Alex Rosen  FR FR Willoughby, Ohio (Andrew Osborne Academy)
Micah Simpson FR FR Gates Mills, Ohio (Hawken Upper School)
Keanu Stevenson BR/FR/IM JR Newburgh, Ind. (Castle)
Dak Stone BR SR Birnamwood, Wisc.
Garrett Trebilcock IM/FL SR Canfi eld, Ohio (Canfi eld)
Gavin Trebilcock IM JR Canfi eld, Ohio (Canfi eld)
Rowan Williams FR/BK JR Ottawa Hills, Ohio (St. Francis de Sales)
Gunnar Wolfe FR SO Phoenix, Ariz. (Arcadia)
Nick Wrightson FR/FL JR Lexington, Ky. (Henry Clay)
Steven Zimmerman BK/IM JR Morrow, Ohio (Little Miami)
John Zucca BR JR Hudson, Ohio (Hudson)
COACHING STAFF
2 0 1 4  R O S T E R
COACHING STAFF
Bill Wadley - Head Swimming Coach
Justin Sochor - Head Diving Coach
Dave Rollins - Assistant Coach
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DATE OPPONENT/EVENT LOCATION  TIME
OCT  11 at Kentucky Lexington, Ky. 5:00 p.m. ET
 18 Scarlet vs. Gray Columbus, Ohio 5:00 a.m. ET
 25 Kenyon Columbus, Ohio 6:00 p.m. ET
NOV 01 Cleveland State, Denison, Virginia Tech Columbus, Ohio 5:00 p.m. ET
 08 at Purdue, Iowa, Northwestern West Lafayette, Ind. 4:00 p.m. ET
 09 at Miami University (relay only) Oxford, Ohio 11:00 a.m. EST
 22 Ohio State Invitational Columbus, Ohio All Day
 23 Ohio State Invitational Columbus, Ohio All Day
 24 Ohio State Invitational Columbus, Texas All Day
JAN 17 at Kenyon Winter Invite Gambier, Ohio 5:30 p.m. ET
 18 at Kenyon Winter Invite Gambier, Ohio 11:00 a.m. ET
 25 at Eastern Michigan, Ball State Ypsilanti, Mich. 1:00 p.m. ET
 31 West Virginia Columbus, Ohio 6:00 p.m. ET
FEB 01 Michigan Columbus, Ohio 11:00 a.m ET
 07 Wright State Columbus, Ohio 6:00 p.m. ET
 08 Ohio State Winter Invite Columbus, Ohio All Day
 09 Ohio State Winter Invite Columbus, Ohio All Day
 26 Big Ten Championships Ann Arbor, Mich All Day
 27 Big Ten Championships Ann Arbor, Mich All Day
 28 Big Ten Championships Ann Arbor, Mich. All Day
MAR 01 Big Ten Championships Ann Arnor, Mich. All Day
 02 Big Ten Championships Bloomington, Ind. All Day
 09 NCAA Last Chance Meet Columbus, Ohio All Day
 27 NCAA Championships Austin, Texas All Day
 28 NCAA Championships Austin, Texas All Day
 29 NCAA Championships Austin, Texas All Day
2014 NCAA QUALIFYING STANDARDS
Event ............................A Standard ................B Standard
50 Freestyle ............................19.30 ..........................20.19
100 Freestyle ..........................42.54 ..........................44.29
200 Freestyle .......................1:33.58 .......................1:37.99
500 Freestyle .......................4:15.29 .......................4:22.99
1650 Freestyle ...................14:47.19 .....................15:30.39
100 Backstroke .......................45.87 ..........................48.49
200 Backstroke ....................1:41.41 .......................1:46.39
100 Breaststroke ....................52.54 ..........................55.39
200 Breastsroke ..................1:54.10 .......................1:59.79
100 Butterfl y ...........................45.93 ..........................48.29
200 Butterfl y ........................1:43.05 .......................1:47.99
200 IM..................................1:43.38 .......................1:49.09
400 IM..................................3:43.48 .......................3:54.49
200 Freestyle Relay.............1:18.16 .......................1:18.83
400 Freestyle Relay.............2:53.48 .......................2:55.14
800 Freestyle Relay.............6:24.19 .......................6:28.05
200 Medley Relay ................1:26.08 .......................1:27.14
400 Medley Relay ................3:10.26 .......................3:12.00
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Mark Belanger
Freshman
Akron, Ohio
Kevin Bressler
Freshman
Sandusky, Ohio
Andrew Braun
Junior
Louisville, Ky.
Ian Betts
Junior 
Masfi eld, Texas
Ryan Bubb
Senior
Lincoln, Neb.
Keller Callahan
Sophomore
Columbus, Ohio
Dimitry Dolgov
Junior
Powell, Ohio
Michael DiSalle
Junior
Toledo, Ohio
Dan DiSalle
Sophomore
Toledo, Ohio
Stephen Ettienne
Junior
Waterbury, Conn.
Michael Gallagher
Senior
Sandusky, Ohio
Charlie Fry
Freshman
Cincinnati, Ohio
Josh Fleagle 
Sophomore
St. Mary’s, Ohio
Tamas Gercsak
Junior
Budapest, Hungry
Alex Gonzalez
Freshman
Canton, Ohio
Steffen Hillmer
Freshman
Essen, Germany
Jack Hendricks
Freshman
Cincinnati, Ohio
Christian Holstein
Senior
Columbus, Ohio
Andrew Appleby
Freshman
Cuyahoga Fall, Ohio
Chris Cowley
Junior
Krugersdorp, South Africa
Sam Decker
Sophomore
Canal Winchester, Ohio
Chris DePietro
Sophomore
Lancaster, Ohio
Andrew Brower
Sophomore
Cincinnati, Ohio
Joey Long
Freshman
Columbus, Ohio
Vladislav Komarov
Freshman
Khabarovsk, Russia
Alex Hutchinson
Sophomore
Harrson, Ohio
Peter Lyon
Sophomore
Zionsville, Ind.
DJ MacDonald
Sophomore
Toledo, Ohio
Connor McDonald
Junior
Lake Oswego, Ore.
Matt McHugh
Freshman 
West Bend, Wisc.
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Alex Miller
Senior
Cincinnati, Ohio
Jovan Mitrovic
Sophomore
Lugano, Switzerland
Shane Miszkiel
Senior
Victoria, British Columbia
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David Morgan
Sophomore
Oldsmar, Fla.
Alex Osterhage
Junior
Dayton, Ohio
Dominic Pecze
Junior
Amhurst, Ohio
Alex Rosen
Freshman
Willoughby, Ohio
Tim Phillips
Senior
Vienna, W. Va.
Keanu Stevenson
Junior
Newburgh, Ind.
Gavin Trebilcock
Junior
Canfi eld, Ohio
Rowan Williams
Junior
Ottawa Hills, Ohio
Gunner Wolfe
Sophomore
Phoenix, Ariz.
Garrett Trebilcock
Senior
Canfi eld, Ohio
Dak Stone
Senior
Birnamwood, Wisc.
Nick Wrightson
Junior
Lexington, Ky.
Matt Moen
Freshman
Brookfi eld, Conn.
Sean Monahan
Junior
Cincinnati, Ohio
Micah Simpson
Freshman
Gates Mills, Ohio
John Zucca
Junior
Hudson, Ohio
Steven Zimmerman
Junior
Morrow, Ohio
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ANDREW APPLEBY
FRESHMAN
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO
ANDREW BRAUN
JUNIOR
LOUISVILLE, KY. 
Prior to Ohio State: Ohio State Division I Champion in 100 backstroke (2013) 
... fi ve time state fi nalist ... two-time All-American ... three-time Northeast Ohio 
Conference MVP ... two-time team captain for the Black Tigers ... four-time MVP 
for Cuyahoga Falls after help leading his squad to a 2013 Northeast Ohio Confer-
ence River Division Championship ... held seven team records .... YMCA national 
champion in 100 backstroke (48.23) ... coached by Mike McDonald the last nine 
years ... ranked seventh in Ohio by CollegeSwimming.com.
At a glance: Andrew qualifi ed for the 2012 U.S. Olympic Trials in the 200 breast-
stroke ... specializes in breaststroke and individual medley events for the Buck-
eyes.
As a sophomore (2013): Opened the season by setting a personal-best time in 
the 50 breaststroke (28.65) ... also posted three personal-bests at the Ohio State 
Invitational - 100 breaststroke (57.67), 200 breaststroke (2:01.23) and 200 individ-
ual medley (1:49.60) ... ranked fourth on the Buckeye depth chart in the 400 indi-
vidual medley ... recorded a win at the Ohio State Winter Invite in the 400 individual 
medley ... earned Academic All-Big Ten and OSU Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a freshman (2012): Recorded three personal-best times at the Ohio State In-
vitational - 100 breaststroke (57.78), 200 breaststroke (2:02.61) and 200 individual 
medley (1:50.54) ... swam the fi fth fastest 400 individual medley time for the team 
... notched a personal-best in the 400 individual medley at the Ohio State Winter 
Invite with a time of 4:11.20 ... named an Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
Background: Andrew was a four-time Kentucky State Champion while attend-
ing St. Xavier High School in Louisville, Ky. ... he earned Scholastic All-America 
recognition in 2009 and 2010 ... swam for the Lakeside Seahawks from 2002-2011 
... he plans to major in biology at Ohio State and eventually attend medical school 
and earn his M.D.
MARK BELANGER
FRESHMAN
AKRON, OHIO 
KEVIN BRESSLER
FRESHMAN
SANDUSKY, OHIO
Prior to Ohio State: Three-time top point scorer and MVP for Firestone ... fi ve-
time All-American (100 free, 2012; 100 free, 2013; 100 fl y, 2013; 50 free, 2013; 100 
fl y, 2013; and 200 free, 2013) ... four time All-State ... Academic All-American ... 
2013 District Champion in 100 freestyle and 200 freestyle ... district record holder 
in the 200 freestyle ... 2013 Ohio State Champion in the 100 freestyle ... holds 
school records in three events and the Firestone High School Pool record in 100 
freestyle ... ranked 10th in Ohio by CollegeSwimming.com ... four-year state quali-
fi er ... six-time state medalist ... two-time district champion ... state runner-up in 
2012.
Prior to Ohio State: Three-time Ohio State Champion (100 breaststroke, 200 
medley relay and 200 free relay) ... four-time High School All-American ... 11-time 
All-Ohio honoree ... two-time team MVP for Perkins (2011 and 2012) ... Sandusky 
Bay Conference Outstanding Performer in 2011 and 2012 ... record holder in 100 
breaststroke, 200 medley relay and 200 freestyle relay ... coached by Steve Cre-
mean.
IAN BETTS
JUNIOR
MANSFIELD, TEXAS 
At a glance: Transferred to Ohio State after spending his freshman season at 
the University of California in Santa Barbara ... specializes in distance freestyle 
events.
As a sophomore (2013): Began career as a Buckeye at a home meet vs. Denison 
(Nov. 2) ... ranked among the team’s Top 10 competitors in the 500 freestyle, 1000 
freestyle and 1650 freestyle events ... received Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio 
State Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a freshman (2012): Opened collegiate career with the UCSB Gauchos ... com-
peted at the Pacifi c-10 championships in the 1650 freestyle, 200 freestyle and 500 
freestyle events.
Background: Ian was a three-time all-state swimmer and three-time team captain 
at Mansfi eld High School ... qualifi ed for the state championships in 2011 ... also 
competed for the Mansfi eld Aquatic Club ... academically, he was a member of 
National Honor and earned Academic All-America recognition ... hopes to one day 
attend law school, specializing in business litigation ... enjoys traveling, music and 
movies ... reaching his fi rst Junior Nationals cut remains his greatest sports thrill ... 
has four younger siblings - Jake, Shannon, Colin and Brooke ... parents are David 
Betts and Shawn McKinley.
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ANDREW BROWER
SOPHOMORE
CINCINNATI, OHIO
At a glance: One of four on the roster from St. Xavier High School in Cincinnati, 
Ohio ... Andrew is a versatile swimmer who adds depth for the Buckeyes, predomi-
nately in freestyle, breaststroke and individual medley events ...qualifi ed for the 
2012 U.S. Olympic Team Trials in the 100 breaststroke.
As a freshman (2013): Opened Buckeye career at a home meet vs. Kenyon and 
Cleveland State (Oct. 26) ... placed in the Top 3 in the 100 breaststroke at the 
Ohio State Winter Invitational with a time of 56.58 ... also recognized as an OSU 
Scholar-Athlete.
Background: Arrived at Ohio State as the fi fth-ranked swimmer from Ohio in his 
recruiting class by CollegeSwimming.com ... won a state championship all four 
years of high school ... won multiple All-America awards ... lists winning the 2012 
Southwest Ohio Division title in the 200 individual medley by 0.14 seconds as his 
greatest sports thrill to date ... grandfather played collegiate basketball at Arizona, 
earning Most Valuable Player recognition for two-consecutive seasons ... plans to 
major in engineering ... son of Jim and Bonita Brower.
KELLER CALLAHAN
SOPHOMORE
COLUMBUS, OHIO
At a glance: A legacy swimmer at Ohio State as his father, Jim, swam for the 
Buckeyes ... key events will be the 100 and 200 freestyle.
As a freshman (2013): Kicked off Buckeye career by swimming the 200 freestyle 
at a home meet vs. Kenyon and Cleveland State (Oct. 26) ... placed in the Top 
3 in the 200 freestyle on the road at Miami (OH) ... earned OSU Scholar-Athlete 
recognition.
Background: Captained the swim team at Worthington Kilbourne ... led the group 
to an OCC championship as well as a runner-up spot in the district ... named 
the team’s most valuable player ... received all-state and All-OCC accolades ... 
fi nished 12th in the state in the 200 freestyle and 15th in the 100 freestyle ... also 
played lacrosse and water polo ... won a state championship and fi nished runner-
up twice in lacrosse under the direction of Ohio State alum Drew May ... describes 
a last second, game-winning goal in water polo against Mason as one of his great-
est sports thrills ... would like to one day be a physical trainer or swim coach ... 
both parents were student-athletes at Ohio State - Dad was a swimmer, while Mom 
played tennis ... siblings Kendal and Mackenzie both attended Ohio State as well.
RYAN BUBB
SENIOR
LINCOLN, NEB
At a glance: Ryan broke through the clutter in the butterfl y his freshman year, 
making it to the Big Ten championships during his rookie campaign ... qualifi ed for 
the 2012 U.S. Olympic Trials in the 200 butterfl y with a time of 2:03.57 ... swam at 
the 2011 U.S. Junior National Championships prior to the start of his sophomore 
season.
As a junior (2013): Represented Ohio State at the Big Ten championships for the 
third-consecutive season ... competed in the B-Final at Big Tens in the 200 but-
terfl y, earning a 16th-place fi nish in 1:47.91 ... overall, competed in three events 
at the conference meet, including 100 butterfl y, 200 butterfl y and 100 backstroke 
... ranked fourth on the Buckeye depth chart in the 200 butterfl y ... picked up Aca-
demic All-Big Ten and OSU Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a sophomore (2012): Continued to improve in the 200m butterfl y, setting a 
personal best time with a win at the Ohio State Invitational in 1:44.86 ... recorded 
the team’s second best 200 butterfl y time ... competed in three events at the Big 
Ten championships - 200 butterfl y, 100 backstroke and 100 butterfl y.
As a freshman (2011): Had a solid fi rst season with the Buckeyes ... set the fourth 
best time on the team in the 200 butterfl y on Feb. 23 in Minneapolis, Min. with a 
time of 1:47.36 .... was a fi rst time winner in the 200 freestyle relay against Miami 
University. ... received a Varsity O Letter.
Background: Ryan put together an astonishing career at Lincoln East High 
School, swimming to fi ve state championships ... top swimmer of the 2009 Ne-
braska state meet ... also is a fi ve-time school record holder ... swam for Heartland 
Aquatics, a club team in Lincoln.
CHRIS COWLEY
JUNIOR
KRUGERSDORP, SOUTH AFRICA
At a glance: Earned a trip to the Big Ten championships during his freshman and 
sophomore campaigns ... assists the Buckeyes in the breaststroke, particularly 
the 200 event.
As a sophomore (2013): Competed at the Big Ten championships for the second-
consecutive season ... dropped three personal-best times at the conference meet 
- 100 breaststroke (54.66), 200 breaststroke (1:57.88) and 200 individual medley 
(1:50.13) ... picked up a win vs. Cleveland State and Kenyon in the 200 breast-
stroke to open the season ... ranks fi rst on Ohio State’s depth chart in the 200 
breaststroke with the time of 1:57.88 and fourth in the 100 breaststroke (54.66) ... 
received Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a freshman (2012): Added to the Buckeye total at the Big Ten championships 
with a 16th-place fi nish in the 200 breaststroke (2:01.44) ... recorded the second 
best 200 breaststroke time for the team ... ranks fourth for Ohio State in the 100 
breaststroke ... placed third at the Ohio State Invitational in the 200 breaststroke 
with a personal-best time of 1:59.14 ... also claimed a personal-best at the Ohio 
State Invitational in the 100 breaststroke in 55.70 ... earned a Top 3 fi nish in both 
the 100 and 200 breaststroke at a tri-meet vs. Purdue and Iowa ... recognized as 
an Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
Background: Chris attended Players Academy College in Pretoria, South Africa ... 
a national training squad member ... national champion in the 100 and 200 breast-
stroke ... third in the 200 breaststroke at the World Trials Championship in 2011 ... 
plans to attend medical school upon graduation.
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SAM DECKER
SOPHOMORE
CANAL WINCHESTER, OHIO
CHRIS DEPIETRO
SOPHOMORE
LANCASTER, OHIO
At a glance: Competes primarily as a sprint freestyle specialist for the Buckeyes.
As a freshman (2013): Began collegiate career at a home meet vs. Kenyon and 
Cleveland State, swimming the 50 and 100 freestyle events ... dropped a season-
best in the 50 freestyle at the Ohio State Invitational (21.23) ... in the 100 freestyle, 
earned a season-best time of 45.40 at the NCAA Last Chance Qualifi ng Meet.
Background: Won the state championship in the 100 freestyle in 2011 ... cap-
tained the Canal Winchester swim team ... earned all-state recognition ... de-
scribes a trip to the state championships during his junior season as his greatest 
sports thrill ... the program at the time only had enough to form a relay with only 
four men on the roster ... also a four year member of the track and fi eld team ... 
plans to major in engineering ... son of Brian and Pat Decker ... has two siblings, 
Nick and Andy.
At a glance: Adds depth to the Buckeye roster in individual medley, backstroke 
and butterfl y events.
As a freshman (2013): Earned a trip to the 2013 Big Ten Championships in 
Minneapolis, Minn., competing in the 200 backstroke, 200 individual medley and 
400 individual medley ... posted personal-best times in the 200 individual medley 
(1:48.67) and 400 individual medley (3:52.20) at the conference meet ... ranked 
third on the Buckeye depth chart in the 400 individual medley and fi fth in the 200 
individual medley ... earned Ohio State Scholar-Athlete recognition.
Background: A three-time All-Ohio honoree ... fi nished fi rst at the YMCA Long 
Course National Championships in the 200 individual medley event (2012) ... 
earned USA Swimming Scholastic All-America recognition ... recognized as the 
most valuable swimmer for the Lancaster High School swim team three-consec-
utive years ... won a total of eight Capital Conference championships ... academi-
cally, DePietro was a Lancaster scholar-athlete award winner ... plans to major 
in molecular genetics and one day attend medical school ... son of James and 
Jennifer DePietro ... has two siblings, Meghan and Ryan.
DAN DISALLE
SOPHOMORE
TOLEDO, OHIO
At a glance: One of four swimmers on the roster from St. Francis de Sales High 
School in Toledo, Ohio ... specializes in sprint freestyle events ... cousin of team-
mate Michael DiSalle.
As a freshman (2013): Swam in fi rst offi cial meet as a Buckeye vs. Cleveland 
State and Kenyon (Oct. 26) ...placed third in the 100 freestyle with a time of 48.01 
at a home meet against Denison (Nov. 2) ... took the runner-up spot in the 100 
freestyle (46.83) in a dual with Miami (OH) ... touched second in the 50 freestyle 
(21.58) in a matchup with Cincinnati ... earned a personal best time of 1:40.74 in 
the 200 freestyle at the Ohio State Invitational ... recognized as an OSU Scholar-
Athlete.
Background: Dan is a six-time state champion and 11-time All-American under 
head coach Keith Kennedy at St. Francis de Sales ... part of a program that won 
four district championships and fi nished second in the state twice ... recognized 
as St. Francis’ Athlete of the Year ... named the team’s most valuable swimmer as 
well as most improved during his high school career ... lists winning two individual 
events at state as his greatest sports thrill ... was also part of the two-time state 
runner-up water polo team at St. Francis ... picked up fi rst team all-state in water 
polo, along with offensive player of the year ... enjoys playing video games in his 
free time ... hopes to one day travel the world ... son of Dan, Jr. and Jane DiSalle 
... has four siblings: Christina, Catherine, Jake and Teddy.
MICHAEL DISALLE
JUNIOR
TOLEDO, OHIO
At a glance: Was one of six freshmen to compete at the Big Ten championships 
in 2012 ... qualifi ed for the 2012 U.S. Olympic Trails in the 100 and 200 freestyle 
events ... specializes in the freestyle ... cousin, Dan, is a sophomore on the team.
As a sophomore (2013): Recorded three personal-best times at the Big Ten 
championships: 50 freestyle (20.14), 100 freestyle (44.02) and 200 freestyle 
(1:36.50) ... placed 12th at the conference meet in the 200 freestyle ... touched 
second in the 200 freestyle on two occasions during the season, including once 
vs. Cincinnati in a time of 1:42.76 and again vs. Denison in 1:42.38 ... held one of 
Ohio State’s Top 3 times in the 100 and 200 freestyle events ...received Academic 
All-Big Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a freshman (2012): Competed in his fi rst Big Ten championship meet ... swam 
personal-best times in three events at the conference meet: 50 freestyle (20.35); 
100 freestyle (44.51); 200 freestyle (1:37.76) ... fi nished in the Top 20 at Big Tens 
in the 200 freestyle ... ranked fi fth on the Buckeye depth chart in the 50 and 100 
freestyle ... took third in the 200 freestyle at a meet vs. Miami ... won the B-fi nal 
at the Ohio State Invitational in the 200 freestyle ... recognized as an Ohio State 
Scholar-Athlete.
Background: Michael attended St. Francis de Sales High School in Toledo, Ohio 
... a four-time state champion (2010 - 400 free relay, 2011 - 200 and 400 free relay 
and 200 free) ... recognized as the team’s most valuable swimmer ... plans to at-
tend dental school after graduation.
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JOSH FLEAGLE
SOPHOMORE
ST. MARY’S, OHIO
At a glance: Dmitry is a versatile swimmer for the Buckeyes, competing in free-
style, breaststroke and individual medleyevents during his rookie campaign ... 
qualifi ed for the 2012 U.S. Olympic Trials in the 200 breaststroke.
As a sophomore (2013): Competed in the 100 and 200 breaststroke at a home 
dual meet vs. Wright State ... earned Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State Schol-
ar-Athlete recognition.
As a freshman (2012): Opened collegiate career swimming three events at a 
meet vs. Kenyon: 100 breaststroke; 200 breaststroke; 200 individual medley ... set 
three personal-best times at the Ohio State Invitational: 100 breaststroke (57.91); 
200 breaststroke (2:01.66); 200 individual medley (1:51.01) ... recorded the fi fth 
fastest time for the Buckeyes in the 200 breaststroke ... named an Ohio State 
Scholar-Athlete.
Background: Dmitry attended Olentangy Liberty High School in Powell, Ohio ... 
was named the team’s most valuable swimmer from 2008-2011 ... named a 2010-
2011 scholar-athlete ... swam for the Dynamo Swim team from 2007-2011.
At a glance: Ranked as Ohio’s No. 1 prospect in the class of 2012 by Swim-
mingWorld.com ... won multiple events at the YMCA National Championships: 50 
freestyle, 100 freestyle and 200 freestyle ... a member of the U.S. Junior National 
Team ... qualifi ed for the 2012 U.S. Olympic Trials in the 50 freestyle and 100 
freestyle.
As a freshman (2013): Represented Ohio State at the 2013 Big Ten Champion-
ships, swimming the 50 freestyle, 100 freestyle and 200 freestyle events ... placed 
18th at Big Tens in the 100 freestyle (44.24) ...opened Buckeye career at a home 
meet vs. Cleveland State and Kenyon (Oct. 26) ... touched fi rst at the Ohio State 
Winter Invite in the 100 freestyle with a fi nals time of 45.33.
Background: Josh arrived at Ohio State as one of the best swimmers in the class 
of 2012 ... did not compete at the Ohio High School state championships because 
he was home schooled; however, projected time in the 100 freestyle would have 
not only captured the 100 freestyle championship but broken the 20-year-old re-
cord held by Olympian Joe Hudepohl ... lists breaking the Ohio 18-under record 
in the 100 freestyle at the YMCA Nationals as his greatest sports thrill to date ... 
believes experience at Ohio State will provide preparation for a shot at the 2016 
Olympic Games ... likes solving the rubrics cube, doing card tricks and spend-
ing time with friends in his spare time ... represented the Auglaize Mercer YMCA 
Waves ... son of Jeff and Marscia Fleagle.
DMITRY DOLGOV
JUNIOR
POWELL, OHIO
At a glance: With two-consecutive appearances at the Big Ten championships 
under his belt, Stephen is well onhis way of establishing himself as one of Ohio 
State’s top diving contenders.
As a sophomore (2013): Opened season at a home meet vs. Cleveland State and 
Kenyon, placing second in the one-meter event with score of 316.15 ... picked up 
fi rst win of the season against Dension on the platform dive (325.43) ... also took 
fi rst on the platform vs. Cincinnati with a 345.60 fi nal ... competed on the one-meter, 
three-meter and platform dives at the Big Ten championships ... placed third at the 
conference meet in the consolation fi nals of the three-meter dive.
As a freshman (2012): Began Buckeye career vs. Denison, Cleveland State and 
Virginia Tech ... recorded two second-place fi nishes at the Ohio State Invitational 
- one-meter dive (313.55) and three-meter dive (393.20) ... saw action at the USA 
Diving Winter Nationals, where he competed in the one-meter and three-meter 
springboard events ...placed third in the consolation fi nals of the three-meter dive at 
the Big Ten championships (344.25).
STEPHEN ETTIENNE
JUNIOR
WATERBURY, CONNECTICUT CHARLIE FRY
FRESHMAN
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Prior to Ohio State: Three-time All-American ... 2012 Short Course Speedo Junior 
National Meet participant ... 2013 Long Course Speed Junior National Meet quali-
fi er ... 2013 Greater Miami Swimmer of the Year ... GMC record holder in 100 free-
style, 200 freestyle relay and 400 freestyle relay ... Sycamore record holder in 50 
freestyle, 100 freestyle and 200 freestyle relay ... 2013 Southwest District Classic 
100 freestyle champion ... 17-time YMCA national meet fi nalist ... 10-time OHSAA 
Division I meet fi nalist ... nine-time fi rst team GMC honoree ... three-time fi rst team 
Cincinnati Enquirer All-City team ... 2013 Sycamore swimming MVP ... 2012 Ohio 
State runners-up in water polo ... two-time Sycamore Best Defender in water polo 
... team captain in swimming and water polo in 2012-13 ... coached by Dan Carl.
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MICHAEL GALLAGHER
SENIOR
SANDUSKY, OHIO
At a glance: Competes predominantly in individual medley and backstroke events 
for the Buckeyes.
As a junior (2013): Tallied three wins on the season ... touched fi rst twice on the 
road vs. Miami (OH) - 100 backstroke (51.38) and 200 backstroke (1:52.10) ... also 
earned a win in the 200 backstroke vs. Denison (1:53.29) ... set career-best marks 
at the Ohio State Invitational in the 100 freestyle (46.23) and 200 individual medley 
(1:50.58) ... dropped a personal-best of 1:46.49 in the 200 backstroke at OSU’s 
NCAA Last Chance Qualifer ... ranked as Ohio State’s third top 200 backstroke 
performer ... academically, selected as an OSU Scholar-Athlete and Academic 
All-Big Ten recipient.
As a sophomore (2012): Placed fi rst in the 200 backstroke at the Ohio State Win-
ter Invitational ... also set two personal best times at the invitational in the 100 and 
200 backstroke in 49.10 and 1:47.78, respectively ... earned OSU Scholar-Athlete 
and Academic All-Big Ten recognition.
As a freshman (2011): Opened Buckeye career at a home meet vs. Kenyon ... 
saw action in seven meets overall during rookie campaign ... academically, picked 
up OSU Scholar-Athlete accolades.
Background: Michael was a junior national qualifi er and an All-American in the 
200m individual medley ... state champion in the 200m individual medley at St. 
Mary Central Catholic H.S. ... a four time high school most valuable swimmer ... 
excelled at cross country going to state three times and was a two-year team MVP 
... also swam for the Vacationland Swim Club in Sandusky, Ohio.
TAMAS GERCSAK
JUNIOR
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY 
At a glance: Has developed into one of the Buckeyes’ best in butterfl y and indi-
vidual medley events ... holds an OSU school record in the 200 butterfl y with a time 
of 1:43.54 ... earned a trip to the Big Ten championships as a freshman and the 
NCAA championships during his sophomore campaign.
As a sophomore (2013): Competed in three events at the 2013 NCAA Champion-
ships, including the 200 butterfl y, 200 individual medley and 400 individual medley ... 
fi nished the 200 butterfl y at NCAAs in ninth-place in an OSU school record-breaking 
time of 1:43.54 ... also at NCAAs, placed 14th in 400 individual medley to earn his 
second honorable mention All-America accolade of the meet ... touched fi fth in the 
200 butterfl y (1:43.93) at the Big Ten championships, as well as sixth in the 400 in-
dividual medley (3:45.17) ... picked up four wins on the season, including one in the 
200 butterfl y during the opening meet of the season vs. Cleveland State and Kenyon 
... ranked as Ohio State’s top performer in the 200 butterfl y, 200 individual medley 
and 400 individual medley ... OSU Scholar-Athlete and Academic All-Big Ten.
As a freshman (2012): Qualifi ed for the consolation fi nal in two events - 200 and 
400 individual medley - at the Big Ten championships ... fi nished fi rst six times over 
the course of the season ... recorded one of the Scarlet and Gray’s top three times 
in three individual events: 200 butterfl y (1:45.17); 200 individual medley (1:47.04); 
400 individual medley (3:50.57).
Background: Attended Oil Ferene primary and secondary school ... a native of 
Hungary ... will focus primarily on butterfl y, breaststroke and individual medley.
ALEX GONZALEZ
FRESHMAN
CANTON, OHIO
Prior to Ohio State: 2013 Ohio State Diving Champion for Central Catholic ... 
2012 State Runner-Up ... Division II state record holder ... three-time GCAA Boys 
Diver of the Year ... two-time team MVP ... six-dive record (342) ... 11-dive re-
cord (523) ... undefeated in dual meets ... three-time All-Ohio ... All-American ... 
coached by Rich Blough.
JACK HENDRICKS
FRESHMAN
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Prior to Ohio State: Helped lead St. Xavier to four-consecutive state champion-
ships, GLC championships and district titles from 2010-2013 ... GLC Swimmer of 
the Year ... ten-time All-American ... Cincinnati Enquirer Division I Male Swimmer 
of the Year ... member of the Cincinnati Marlins swim club ... coached by Jim 
Brower ... Ohio State Champion in the 500 freestyle and part of the 200 freestyle 
relay state title group ... state runner-up in the 200 freestyle in 2013 ... ranked ninth 
in Ohio by CollegeSwimming.com.
Prior to Ohio State: Member of junior national team in 2010 and 2011 ... placed 
third at European Junior Championships in Serbia in 2011 ... fi nalist at world junior 
championships in Peru in 2011 ... national age group champion in 100m freestyle 
(51.13) ... three-time national team champion in Germany ... coached by Henning 
Lambertz.
STEFFEN HILLMER
FRESHMAN
ESSEN, GERMANY
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CHRISTIAN HOLSTEIN
SENIOR
COLUMBUS, OHIO
At a glance: Has represented Ohio State twice at the NCAA championships over 
the course of his career ... specializes in the one-meter and three-meter spring-
board events ... made an appearance at the U.S. Olympic Team Trials in 2012 
(14th-place, 707.65).
As a junior (2013): Opened season with a runner-up fi nish on the three-meter 
dive at a home meet vs. Denison (380.63) ... traveled with the team to take on 
No. 13 Tennessee ... placed second in Knoxville on the one-meter dive as well as 
third on the three-meter apparatus ... earned a trip to the Big Ten championships, 
competing in the one-meter and three-meter events ... appeared in fi ve meets 
during the season.
As a sophomore (2012): Swept the one-meter and three-meter events at the 
Ohio State Invitational, placing fi rst with scores of 326.30 and 396.15, respec-
tively ... appeared at the USA Diving Winter Nationals ... earned four wins over the 
course of the season, inlcuding one in a dual with Harvard ... took second at the 
Big Ten championships in the one-meter diving competition with a score of 377.90 
... earned a trip to the NCAA championships, where he placed fourth in the one-
meter competition as well as fi fthon the three-meter springboard.
As a freshman (2011): Earned an eighth-place fi nish at the 2011 NCAA Champi-
onships on the one-meter springboard with a score of 309.95 ... also competed in 
the three-meterevent at NCAAs, placing 31st (273.70) ... qualifi ed for the Big Ten 
championships, where he placed eighth in the three-meter competition ... opened 
OSU career with back-to-back runner-up fi nishes in the one-meter and three-me-
ter events at a home meet vs. Cleveland State and Dension.
VLADISLAV 
KOMAROV
FRESHMAN
KHABAROVSK, RUSSIA
Prior to Ohio State: Junior national champion in Russia in 2012 ... multiple 
champion and record holder in Russian Far East region ... spent three years on 
Dolphin Russians Swimming Club from 2009-2012 ... member of Upper main 
line YMCA club in Berwin, Pa. from 2012-13 ... won the YMCA national cham-
pionship in the 200 freestyle.
JOEY LONG
FRESHMAN
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Prior to Ohio State: Coach by Mike Debear as part of the Golden Bears ... high 
school squad was two-time state runners-up ... three-time Ohio State Champion 
and one-time runner-up ... 13-time All-American ... captain of the Golden Bears 
during senior year ... all-State honoree ... held one school record and two pool 
records in freestyle events ... part of the water polo state championship team ... 
also a fi rst team all-state and captain during senior year on water polo team ... 
ranked 8th in the state of Ohio by CollegeSwimming.com.
ALEX HUTCHINSON
SOPHOMORE
HARRISON, OHIO
At a glance: Primarily a sprinter, Alex brings depth to the Buckeyes in the 50 
freestyle, 100 freestyle and 200 freestyle events.
As a freshman (2013): Opened Buckeye career at a home meet vs. Cleveland 
State and Kenyon (Oct. 26) ... set personal best times in the 100 freestyle (46.56) 
and 200 freestyle (1:43.35) at the Ohio State Invitational.
Background: Earned All-America status in the 50 freestyle ... swam at Harrison 
High School under head coach Mike Brossart ... was the fi rst swimmer from Har-
rison to compete at the state championships and make it to the fi nals ...also served 
as the team’s captain ... earned most valuable swimmer recognition all four years 
... competed with the Cincinnati Marlins Aquatic Club from 2007-12 ... lists repre-
senting his high school at the state championships as his greatest sports thrill ... 
plans to one day attend medical school ... enjoys playing piano and guitar away 
from the pool ... son of Mark and Pam Hutchinson ... has a younger sister, Emily.
PETER LYON
SOPHOMORE
ZIONSVILLE, INDIANA
At a glance: Arrived at Ohio State as the third-ranked recruit from the state 
of Indiana, according to CollegeSwimming.com ... competes in butterfl y and 
backstroke events for the Buckeyes.
As a freshman (2013): Began Buckeye career by swimming the 50 backstroke, 
100 butterfl y and 200 butterfl y at a home meet vs. Kenyon and Cleveland State 
(Oct. 26) ... earned a win in the 100 butterfl y on the road at Miami (OH) ... 
recorded three personal-best times at the Ohio State Invitational: 100 back-
stroke (50.60), 100 butterfl y (49.34) and 200 butterfl y (1:50.82) ... earned OSU 
Scholar-Athlete recognition.
Background: Began competing with the Zionsville Swim Club in 2002 ... also 
swam at Zionsville High School ... took runner-up at the state meet as a senior 
in the 100 butterfl y ... also recorded a Top 5 performance in the 100 backstroke 
... a two-time sectional champion ... picked up All-America and all-state rec-
ognition ... named an Academic All-American ... IHSAA Mental Attitude Award 
Winner ... twin sister Elizabeth swims at Purdue ... plans to major in chemical 
engineering ... son of Don and Mary Lyon.
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DJ MACDONALD
SOPHOMORE
TOLEDO, OHIO
At a glance: One of four swimmers on the Buckeye roster from St. Francis de Sales 
High School ... adds depth in breaststroke and individual medley events ... qualifi ed 
for the 2012 U.S. Olympic Team Trials in the 100 breaststroke.
As a freshman (2013): Earned a trip to the 2013 Big Ten Championships, compet-
ing in the 100 breaststroke, 200 breaststroke and 200 individual medley ... dropped 
personal-best times in each of his events at Big Tens, including a 54.26 in the 100 
breaststroke, 1:58.08 in the 200 breaststroke and 1:50.90 in the 200 individual med-
ley ... ranked in among Ohio State’s Top 3 performers in the 100 and 200 breast-
stroke events ... picked up three individual wins on the season, including one in the 
home opener vs. Kenyon and Cleveland State ... received OSU Scholar-Athlete 
recognition.
Background: Earned All-America and Academic All-Americastatus as a junior and 
senior at St. Francis de Sales ... team fi nished as the state runner-up in 2010 and 
2011 ... lists winninga state championship in 200 medley relay as a junior as his 
greatest sports thrill to date ... also lettered in water polo ... enjoys playing basketball 
and soccer ... plans to major in business ... son of Dan and Dianna MacDonald ... 
has a sister, Liz.
MATT MCHUGH
FRESHMAN
WEST BEND, WISCONSIN
Prior to Ohio State: Coached by Jim Sachse and Chrise See as a stroke/
freestyle sprinter ... Wisconsin Little Ten Conference champions ... ranked third 
in Wisconsin by CollegeSwimming.com ... 2013 Little Ten Conference Swim-
mer of the Year ... 2013 All-State honoree ... 2013 All-Conference ... won state 
championship in 100 butterfl y by three seconds as a senior .... also placed 
second in 100 backstroke at state championships.
CONNOR 
MCDONALD
JUNIOR
LAKE OSWEGO, OREGON 
At a glance: Adds depth to Ohio State’s backstroke contingent ... was one of six 
freshmen to compete at the 2012 Big Ten championships ... swam at the 2012 U.S. 
Olympic Trials, competing in the 100 and 200 backstroke events.
As a sophomore (2013): Qualifi ed for the 2013 NCAA Championships in the 100 
backstroke and 200 backstroke events ... placed in the nation’s Top 25 in the 200 
backstroke with a time 1:42.58 at NCAAs ... earned a fourth-place fi nish in the 200 
backstroke (1:41.86) at Big Tens ... ranks fi rst on the Buckeye depth chart in the 
200 backstroke, as well as second in the 100 backstroke ... received OSU Scholar-
Athlete and Academic All-Big Ten honors.
As a freshman (2012): Scored points at his fi rst Big Ten championships with a 
16th-place fi nish in the 100 backstroke ... also swam in the 200 backstroke and 200 
individual medley events at Big Tens ... posted a personal best in the 400 individual 
medley at the Ohio State Winter Invitational (4:11.55) ... academically, picked up 
CSCAA All-America and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete recognition.
Background: Connor attended Jesuit High School in Portland, Oregon ... only 
swam for his high school his freshman year, instead swam with the Hillsboro Heat 
club team ... holds fi ve Oregon state records ... won six national age group awards 
... intends to major in allied health at Ohio State.
ALEX MILLER
SENIOR
CINCINNATI, OHIO
At a glance: Alex is a key component of the Buckeye distance freestyle con-
tingent ... represented Ohio State at the 2012 U.S. Olympic Trials, swimming 
the 400 and 1500 freestyle events ... competed at the 2010 and 2011 Conoco-
Phillips U.S. National Championships prior to the start of his freshman and 
sophomore year, respectively ... also, earned the Carl Wirthwein Award given to 
the Ohio State swimmer who displays the most improvements following sopho-
more campaign.
As a junior (2013): Competed in three individual events at the NCAA cham-
pionships, including the 1650 freestyle, 200 freestyle and 500 freestyle ... 
placed in the Top 20 in the 1650 freestyle at NCAAs with a personal-best time 
of 14:57.29 ... placed seventh at the Big Ten championships in the 500 freestyle 
and 200 freestyle with times of 4:18.70 and 1:35.90, respectively ... dropped a 
Top 3 fi nish at Big Tens for the second-consecutive season in the 800 freestyle 
relay ... picked up a team-high 12 individual wins over the course of the season, 
including two on the road vs. No. 13 Tennessee ... received Academic All-Big 
Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a sophomore (2012): Qualifying for the NCAA championships in the 1650 
freestyle as well as with the 800 freestyle relay, Alex received honorable men-
tion All-America accolades with his relay teammates ... captured second-place 
at the Big Ten championships with the 800m freestyle relay ... also added to the 
Buckeye total at the conference meet, recording a time of 4:21.89 in the 500 
freestyle ... dropped his two top times in the 500 (4:19.13) and 1650 (14:59.74) 
freestyle events at the Ohio State Invitational ... secured seven individual wins 
over the course of the season ... picked up second team All-Big Ten recogni-
tion ... recognized as a CSCAA All-American as well as an Ohio State Scholar-
Athlete.
As a freshman (2011): Alex scored points in the 1650 freestyle (15:24.06) at 
the Big Ten championships ... won his fi rst event in the 500 freestyle against 
Wright State ... also, earned his fi rst Varsity O Letter.
Background: Alex was a state champion in the 500 freestyle at St. Xavier 
High School ... state runner-up in the 200 freestyle ... a member of the state 
champion 400 freestyle relay in 2009 ... YMCA national champion in the 1650m 
freestyle ... co-MVP his senior year at St. Xavier ... swam for the Anderson Bar-
racudas club team ... has a sister, Ashley, who swam at the University of North 
Carolina ... son of J. Michael and Claire Miller.
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SHANE MISZKIEL
SENIOR
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA
At a glance: An undoubtable leader within the Ohio State diving program, Shane 
has qualifi ed for two-consecutive NCAA championship meets ... has also won two 
Big Ten titles thus far during his Buckeye career.
As a junior (2013): Took home a Big Ten title on the three-meter springboard with 
467.10 points ... placed second at Big Tens on the one-meter dive with a score 
of 402.40 ... earned All-America status with a seventh-place fi nish at the NCAA 
championships ...recorded 11 wins over the course of the season, including a fi rst-
place fi nish in a dual with No. 13 Tennessee ... received Academic All-Big Ten and 
OSU Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a sophomore (2012): With a second-consecutive appearance at the Big Ten 
championships, Miszkiel placed fi rst in the one-meter event with a score of 401.75 
... fi nished third at Big Tens on the two-meter springboard with a point total of 
408.90 ... also qualifi ed for his fi rst NCAA championships in the 1-meter, 2-meter 
and 3-meter events ... received All-America accolades in the 3-meter event with 
an eighth-place fi nish (364.55).
As a freshman (2011): Made an immediate impact with the Buckeyes by qualify-
ing for the Big Ten championships in the one-meter and platform dives ... fi nished 
third in the one-meter dive and ninth in the platform ... had his best weekend as a 
Buckeye when he swept the Hawkeye Invitational in all three boards the weekend 
of Dec. 8.
Background: Shane completed a “golden sweep” of all three boards in the 16-18 
age group at the 2010 Speedo [Canadian] Junior Nationals diving competition in 
July in Winnipeg ... during the meet he successfully defended his three-meter title 
to earn his third nomination to the world junior team ... he set a Canadian junior re-
cord of 526.08 points on one-meter and he completed his trio of wins with a victory 
on the 10-meter platform ... those wins increased Shane’s junior national champi-
onship total to 10 ... he was also a provincial champion for six years ... Shane also 
played rugby as a sophomore and volleyball as a senior at Claremont Secondary 
School ... he is the son of Marian Miszkiel and the step-son to Roxanne Miszkiel.
MATT MOEN
FRESHMAN
BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT
Prior to Ohio State: 2012 High School All-American in two relay events (200 med-
ley and 400 free) ... three-time All-State in three-consecutive years (500 free, 200 
IM, 200 medley relay, 400 free relay) ... two-time State Champion in the 400 and 
200 IM for Class M (2012 and 2013) ... four-time State Open Qualifi er (2010-2013) 
... three-time High School All-Conference (500 free, 200 IM, 200 medley and 400 
free relay) ... 2013 South West Conference Swimmer of the Meet ... help guide high 
school team to state championship for Class M in three out of four years ... two-time 
Brookfi eld High School Team MVP ... top individual medley competitor and distance 
swimmer in all four years for the Bobcats ... Brookfi eld High School All-Time record 
holder in 500 free, 200 IM, 200 medley and 400 free relays ... ranked 8th in the state 
by CollegeSwimming.com ... Wilton YMCA Men’s National Team for two years ... 
USA Swimming Junior Qualifi er in 1500 meter freestyle ... coached by Brian Reiff.
SEAN MONAHAN
JUNIOR
CINCINNATI, OHIO
At a glance: Specializes in distance freestyle and individual medley events for the 
Buckeyes.
As a sophomore (2013): Earned two wins over the course of the season, both 
of which were recorded on the road vs. Miami (Ohio) ... placed fi rst in the 1000 
freestyle in Oxford with a time of 9:35.02, as well as the 500 freestyle in 4:38.83 
... dropped a personal-best time of 4:30.72 at Ohio State’s Last Chance NCAA 
Qualifi er ... set a personal-best in the 1000 freestyle at a home meet vs. Wright 
State (9:34.04).
As a freshman (2012): Opened Ohio State career swimming the 1000 and 500 
freestyle at a meet vs. Kenyon ... swam a personal-best in the 1650 freestyle 
at the Ohio State Invitational (16:16.21) ... earned Ohio State Scholar-Athlete 
recognition.
Background: Sean attended Turpin High School in Cincinnati, Ohio ... voted the 
team’s most valuable swimmer three times ... was on the school record- breaking 
400 free relay team ... swam for the Anderson Barracudas club team ... wants to 
study biology at Ohio State.
JOVAN MITROVIC
SOPHOMORE
LUGANO, SWITZERLAND 
At a glance: Arrived at OSU mid-season, bringing the Buckeyes immediate depth 
in distance freestyle events.
As a freshman (2013): Opened collegiate career on the road vs. Big Ten foes 
Indiana and Iowa ... qualifi ed to compete at the Big Ten championships in three 
individual events, including the 1650 freestyle, 200 freestyle and 500 freestyle ... 
placed 14th at Big Tens in the 1650 freestyle with a personal-best time of 15:16.48 
... also set personal-bests in the 200 freestyle and 500 freestyle at the conference 
meet with times of 1:39.58 and 4:23.93, respectively ... dropped a personal-best in 
the 1000 freestyle vs. rival Michigan for a fi fth-place fi nish (9:21.71) ... earned fi rst 
career win at the Ohio State Winter Invite in the 1650 freestyle.
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ALEX OSTERHAGE
JUNIOR
DAYTON, OHIO
At a glance: Primarily competes in distance freestyle events for the Buckeyes.
As a sophomore (2013): Recorded a win vs. Cincinnati in the 500 freestyle 
(4:42.29) ... held the team’s fi fth-fastest time in the 1000 freestyle (9:44.11) ... com-
peted in 10 meets, including both invitationals hosted by the Buckeyes ... received 
Academic All-Big Ten and OSU Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a freshman (2012): Set a personal-best time in the 1650 freestyle at the Ohio 
State Winter Invite with a time of 15:53.39 ... swam in four events at the Winter 
Invite, including the 1650 freestyle, 200 freestyle, 100 butterfl y and 500 freestyle ... 
academically, was named an Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
Background: Alex attended Centerville High School ... was a captain and elected 
the most valuable swimmer ... also competed for the Dayton Raiders club team ... 
a scholar-athlete and Academic All-American ... plans on majoring in business at 
Ohio State.
DAVID MORGAN
SOPHOMORE
OLDSMAR, FLORIDA
At a glance: Specializes in individual medley and breaststroke events.
As a freshman (2013): Opened Buckeye career at a home meet vs. Kenyon and 
Cleveland State (Oct. 26) ... earned two wins over the course of the season ... fi rst 
win came on the road vs. Miami (Ohio) in the 200 individual medley (1:53.43) ... 
fi nished out the season with a win in the 200 individual medley at the Ohio State 
Winter Invite (1:53.61) ... dropped two personal-best times at the Ohio State Invite 
- 200 butterfl y (1:51.31) and 400 individual medley (4:00.27).
Background: Won two team state championships with Palm Harbor University 
High School ... a seven-time All-America recipiant ... plans to major in business ... 
enjoys surfi ng ... father and uncle both played football at the University of Kansas 
... son of Meredith and John Morgan ...has a younger brother, Jake.
At a glance: Adds depth to Ohio State’s backstroke contingent.
As a sophomore (2013): Earned a win at the Ohio State Winter Invite in the 200 
backstroke with a time of 1:50.87 ... dropped a personal-best time of 1:48.82 at Ohio 
State’s Last Chance NCAA Qualifi er ... also recorded a personal-best time at the 
Ohio State Invitational in the 100 backstroke (50.64) ... saw action in eight meets 
for the Scarlet and Gray, including both invitationals hosted by the Buckeyes ... 
received Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a freshman (2012): Set a personal-best time in the 100 backstroke (50.78) at 
the Ohio State Invitational ... also dropped a personal-best in the 200 backstroke 
at the Ohio State Winter Invite ... swam in all three backstroke events in a tri-meet 
against Michigan and Penn State ... earned Ohio State Scholar-Athlete recognition.
Background: Dominic attended Amherst Steele High School in Amherst, Ohio ... 
along with Amherst, also swam for Lake Shore Swim Club ... plans to major in 
sports and leisure studies at Ohio State.
DOMINIC PECZE
JUNIOR
AMHERST, OHIO
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TIM PHILLIPS
SENIOR
VIENNA, WEST VIRGINIA
ALEX ROSEN
FRESHMAN
WILLOUGHBY, OHIO
Prior to Ohio State: Coached by Greg Wriede ... 2010-11 Eastern Champions ... 
2011-12 Eastern runner-up ... member of 200 freestyle relay short course national 
record ... part of the SPIRE Lake Erie Silver Dolphins that won the 2013 Short 
Course USA Swimming LSC Gold Championships ... member of the 400 freestyle 
relay team that broke a 27 year-old record dating back to 1986, breaking the team, 
meet and district mark.
MICAH SIMPSON
FRESHMAN
GATES MILLS, OHIO
Prior to Ohio State: Coached by Jerry Holtrey at Hakwen Upper School ... team 
placed third at state championships in 2013 ... runner-up CVC champions during 
sophomore year ... three-time runner-up state champion ... part of the Lake Erie 
Silver Dolphins club team since 2004.
At a glance: Tim returned to the Buckeyes during the 2012-13 season after tak-
ing a year off collegiate swimming to focus on long course training ... competed 
in the fi nals of the U.S. Olympic Trials in the 100 butterfl y, fi nishing just four spots 
shy of earning an Olympic team spot (sixth-place, 52.54) ... currently part of six 
school records - fi ve relays and one individually ... in 2011, he was part of team 
USA at the World University Games in China ... at the event he competed in the 
50 and 100 butterfl y events and the 4X100 freestyle relay, taking a gold medal in 
all three events ... placed fi rst in the 100 butterfl y at the U.S. Nationals in Stanford, 
Calif. in 2011 as well ... made earned a spot on U.S. national team for Pan Pacifi c 
Championships with a third-place swim in the 100 fl y at the qualifying event, the 
2010 Conoco Phillips U.S. National Championships ... also, was part of Ohio State’s 
national championship winning 800 free relay at the U.S. National Championships 
...... swimming alongside Olympians from Australia, Canada, Japan as well as the 
U.S., Phillips made the fi nals in the 50 butterfl y at Pan Pacs and fi nished seventh in 
a time of 23.92 after going 23.69 in the prelims ... was ninth in the 100 butterfl y at 
the meet with a time of 52.21.
As a redshirt junior (2013): Received All-America recognition for an eighth-place 
fi nish at the NCAA championships in the 100 butterfl y (46.19) ... took the runner-
up spot in the 100 butterly at the Big Ten championships with a time of 46.17 ... 
received second-team All-Big Ten recognition for his performance at the conference 
meet ... recorded a personal-best time of 45.85 in the 100 butterfl y at Big Tens ... 
also dropped a personal-best at Big Tens in the 200 individual medley (1:46.21) ... 
earned nine individual wins over the course of the season ... received honorable 
mention All-America accolades with the 200 freestyle relay, 400 medley relay, 200 
medley relay and 400 freestyle relay.
As a junior (2012): Redshirted season to prepare for the 2012 U.S. Olympic Trials.
As a sophomore (2011): Led the team, qualifying for seven events in the NCAA 
championships, including four relays ... fi nished fi fth in the 100 butterfl y and set the 
school record in 45.90 ... was also the Big Ten runner up in the 100 butterfl y and 
freestyle events.
As a freshman (2010): Helped the Buckeyes win their fi rst Big Ten Conference 
championship in 54 years by scoring in six events, including taking runner-up hon-
ors in the 100 butterfl y and anchoring the school’s Big Ten champion 200m free 
relay team ... scored in the 100 free (ninth) and 200 individual medley (13th), and 
was part of the runner-up 400 medley relay and third-place 400 free relay teams ... 
went on to earn a team-high four All-American honors at the 2010 NCAA champion-
ships with an All-American award as part of the eighth-place 800 free relay team 
and honorable mention accolades in the 100 butterfl y (12th), 400 medley relay (9th) 
and 400 free relay (15th) ... after the season concluded he was awarded with the 
team’s Mike Cochran Award as the team’s most promising freshman.
Background: Tim is the fi rst national youth team member to sign with Ohio State 
... spent two years on the USA national youth team and competed in three interna-
tional competitions ... a four-time YMCA national champion and a two-event record-
holder, Tim was a six-time prep All-American at Parkersburg H.S. ... won or was 
part of 12 state championships (eight individual events and four relays) and he was 
named all-state all four years he was in H.S. ... also named the Parkersburg Athlete 
of the Year.
KEANU STEVENSON
JUNIOR
NEWBURGH, INDIANA
At a glance: Scored points at the Big Ten championships and qualifi ed for the 
NCAA championships as a freshman ... specializes in the breaststroke ... shared 
the Mike Cochran Award for the most promising freshman with teammate Steven 
Zimmerman ... qualifi ed for the 2012 U.S. Olympic Trials in the 100 breaststroke.
As a sophomore (2013): Received honorable mention All-America recognition for 
his role in the 400 medley relay and 200 medley relay at the NCAA championships 
... qualifi ed for three individual events at the Big Ten championships, including the 
100 breaststroke, 200 breaststroke and 200 individual medley ... was part of the 
200 medley relay contingent who broke the OSU record with a time of 1:24.79 at 
Big Tens ... ranks fi rst on the Ohio State depth chart in the 100 breaststroke ... re-
corded fi ve individual wins over the course of the season, including one in the 100 
breaststroke vs. No. 13 Tennesse ... received Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State 
Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a freshman (2012): Earned honorable mention All-America status as a part of 
the 400 medley relay and 200 medley relay ... was a part of the 200 medley relay, 
which fi nished third at the Big Ten championships ... tallied four individual fi rst-place 
fi nishes as a freshman ... at the Ohio Invitational he won the 100 breaststroke in a 
time of 53.95; his fastest career time in the event ... also set a personal-best at the 
meet in the 200 breaststroke (1:59.06) ... ranked as the top breaststroke performer 
for the Buckeyes ... academically, was named a CSCAA All-American and Ohio 
State Scholar-Athlete.
Background: Keanu was the swimmer of the year in the state of Indiana his senior 
year while attending Castle High School ... was a ten-time All-American, swimming 
the breaststroke, freestyle and individual medley ... a state champion in the 100 
breaststroke in 2011.
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DAK STONE
SENIOR
BIRNAMWOOD, WISCONSIN
At a glance: Specializes in breaststroke events for the Buckeyes ... qualifi ed for 
the U.S. Olympic Team Trials in the 100 and 200 breaststroke.
As a junior (2013): Earned a trip to the Big Ten championships, competing in 
the 100 breaststroke, 200 breaststroke and 200 individual medley ... recorded 
two personal-best times at Big Tens - 200 breaststroke (1:58.06) and 200 in-
dividual medley (1:50.56) ... dropped a personal-best time of 54.25 in the 100 
breaststroke at the Ohio State Invitational ... held the team’s second-fastest time 
in the 100 and 200 breaststroke ... recognized as an Academic All-Big Ten hon-
oree and OSU Scholar-Athlete.
As a sophomore (2012): Held the team’s fi fth-fastest time in the 100 breast-
stroke, as well as the seventh-fastest in the 200 breaststroke ... dropped a per-
sonal-best 100 breaststroke time of 55.80 at the Ohio State Invitational ... earned 
Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a freshman (2011): Opened Buckeye career at a home meet vs. Kenyon 
(Oct. 30) ... saw action in seven meets during the season, including the Big Ten 
championships ... qualifi ed for Big Tens in the 100 breaststroke, 200 breast-
stroke and 200 individual medley.
Background: Dak (his nickname) broke two Wisconsin state records in 2009 ... 
a member of the 2009 Junior National Team.
GARRETT 
TREBILCOCK
SENIOR
CANFIELD, OHIO
At a glance: Competes in individual medley and butterfl y events for the Scarlet 
and Gray ...qualifi ed for the 2012 U.S. Olympic Team Trials in the 100 butterfl y.
As a junior (2013): Qualifi ed for the Big Ten championships in the 100 back-
stroke, 100 butterfl y and 200 butterfl y ... placed fi fth at Big Tens in the 200 butter-
fl y (1:43.93), as well as eighth in the 100 butterfl y (47.22) ... earned a fi rst-place 
fi nish in the 100 backstroke on the road vs. Cincinnati ... dropped a personal-
best time of 47.09 in the 100 backstroke at Ohio State’s Last Chance NCAA 
Qualifi er ... held the team’s fastest 100 backstroke time and second-fastest in 
the 100 butterfl y ... received Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Ath-
lete recognition.
As a sophomore (2012): Competed at the Big Ten championships in the 100 
butterfl y, 200 butterfl y and 200 individual medley ...posted personal-best times 
in all three events at Big Tens - 100 butterfl y (48.35), 200 butterfl y (1:48.05) 
and 200 individual medley (1:48.18) ... held the Buckeyes’ fourth-fastest 100 
individual medley and 200 butterfl y times, as well as the fi fth-fastest 100 butterfl y 
time ... earned Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a freshman (2011): Opened Buckeye career at a home meet vs. Kenyon 
(Oct. 30) ... saw action in seven meets.
Background: Four-time all-state and all-league performer ... Division II state 
champion in the 200 individual medley in 2009 ... a member of the 200 free 
relay state-runner-up quartet in 2010 ... voted team captain in 2010 ... also a 
Scholastic All-American.
GAVIN TREBILCOCK
JUNIOR
CANFIELD, OHIO
At a glance: Swims individual medley and breaststroke events for the Buck-
eyes.
As a sophomore (2013): Competed in eight meets over the course of the sea-
son, including the season opener vs. Kenyon and Cleveland State ... dropped a 
personal-best time of 55.49 in the 100 breaststroke at Ohio State’s Last Chance 
NCAA Qualifi er ... earned three personal-best times at the Ohio State Invitational 
- 100 butterfl y (51.17), 200 breaststroke (2:03.16) and 200 individual medley 
(1:51.00) ... received Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete rec-
ognition.
As a freshman (2012): Dropped personal-best times in the 100 and 200 breast-
stroke events at the Ohio State Winter Invite (2012) ... opened Buckeye career 
swimming at a home meet vs. Kenyon ... ranked sixth on the Ohio State depth 
chart in the 100 breaststroke ... picked up Ohio State Scholar-Athlete recogni-
tion.
Background: Gavin attended Canfi eld High School in Canfi eld, Ohio ... was a 
four-time All-American and a four-time state fi nalist.
ROWAN WILLIAMS
JUNIOR
OTTAWA HILLS, OHIO
At a glance: Specializes in distance freestyle and backstroke events for the 
Buckeyes ... qualifi ed for the 2012 U.S. Olympic Team Trials in the 200 back-
stroke.
As a sophomore (2013): Qualifi ed for three events for the second-consecutive 
season at the Big Ten championships - 1650 freestyle, 500 freestyle and 200 
freestyle ... placed 13th at the conference meet in the 1650 freestyle with a time 
of 15:16.32 ... recorded a personal-best time of 1:36.56 in the 200 freestyle at 
Big Tens ... also posted a personal best at Ohio State’s Last Chance NCAA 
Qualifi er in the 500 freestyle (4:20.11) ... ranks as the Buckeyes’ second-fastest 
in the 500 and 1650 freestyle events ... received Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio 
State Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a freshman (2012): Competed in three events at his fi rst Big Ten champi-
onship meet - 1650 freestyle, 200 freestyle and 500 freestyle ... dropped per-
sonal best times at Big Tens in the 500 freestyle (4:22.54) and 1650 freestyle 
(15:14.01) ... also recorded a personal best time in the 1000 freestyle (9:28.98) 
at a meet vs. Michigan, Penn State and Northwestern.
Background: Rowan attended St. Francis de Sales High School in Toledo, Ohio 
... a USA scholastic All-American for two years ... a northwest Ohio district record 
holder in the 500 freestyle ... plans to major in science engineering at Ohio State.
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GUNNAR WOLFE
SOPHOMORE
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
At a glance: Arrived at Ohio State as the third-ranked recruit in the state of 
Arizonza by CollegeSwimming.com ... specializes in sprint freestyle events for 
the Buckeyes.
As a freshman (2013): Opened Buckeye career at a home meet vs. Kenyon 
and Cleveland State (Oct. 26) ... set a personal-best time of 53.73 in the 100 
butterfl y at the Ohio State Winter Invite ... saw action in seven meets for the 
Scarlet and Gray.
Background: Gunnar captured 12 Oregon state championships and broke 21 
Oregon state records before moving to Arizona prior to his senior year of high 
school ... swam for the Lake Oswego Swim Club (2007-11) as well as the Phoe-
nix Swim Club (2011-12) ... holds two national age group records ... a Junior 
National Finalist ... son of Greg and Lanai Wolfe ... has two younger sisters, 
Ciara and Anika.
NICK WRIGHTSON
JUNIOR
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
At a glance: Swims primarily butterfl y and freestyle events for the Buckeyes.
As a sophomore (2013): Saw action in seven meets for the Buckeyes over the 
course of the season ... earned two wins, including one in the 500 freestyle at a 
home meet vs. Denison ... also recorded a fi rst-place fi nish on the road vs. Miami 
(Ohio) in the 200 freestyle ... set a personal-best mark of 16:17.49 in the 1650 
freestyle at the Ohio State Invitational.
As a freshman (2012): Recorded two personal best times at the Ohio State 
Winter Invite ... one in the 100 butterfl y (49.80) and another in the 200 butterfl y 
(1:50.49) ... opened Buckeye career swimming the 200 and 500 freestyle events 
at a home meet vs. Kenyon ... held the team’s fi fth-fastest 200 butterfl y time ... 
earned fi rst Varsity O letter.
Background: Nick attended Henry Clay High School in Lexington, Kentucky ... 
won team MVP all four years ... a four-time high school state champion ... also 
swam for Wildcat Aquatics.
STEVEN 
ZIMMERMAN
JUNIOR
MORROW, OHIO
At a glance: Earned the Mike Cochran Award, given to the team’s most promis-
ing freshman, at the season ending awards banquet (2012) ... specializes in 
backstroke and individual medley events for the Buckeyes.
As a sophomore (2013): Qualifi ed for three individual events at the NCAA 
championships, including the 100 backstroke, 200 backstroke and 200 individual 
medley ... dropped a personal-best time in the 100 backstroke at NCAAs with a 
time of 47.39 ... earned a second-consecutive trip to the Big Ten championships 
... placed seventh at the conference meet in the 200 backstroke in 1:42.95 ... 
fi nished in 12th-place in the 200 and 400 individual medley with times of 1:46.63 
and 3:50.52, respectively ... recorded nine wins over the course of the season, 
including one vs. rival Michigan in the 200 backstroke ... ranks as OSU’s second-
fastest 100 backstroke and 400 individual medley swimmer.
As a freshman (2012): Competed at the 2012 Big Ten Championships in three 
events: 200 backstroke, 400 backstroke and 200 individual medley ... post-
ed three personal best times - 50 backstroke (22.65), 200 individual medley 
(1:47.36) and 400 individual medley (3:49.78) - at the Ohio State Invitational ... 
captured fi rst win as a Buckeye in the 200 backstroke vs. Miami ... ranked third 
on the team in the 200 backstroke and 200 individual medley, as well as second 
in the 400 individual medley ... earned Ohio State Scholar-Athlete recognition.
Background: Attended Little Miami High School in Morrow, Ohio ... was a four-
time state champion (200 IM and 100 backstroke, junior and senior year) ... 
two-time “performance of the state meet” winner (junior and senior year) swam 
for the Countryside YMCA Torpedoes club team ... will major in exercise science 
at Ohio State.
JOHN ZUCCA
JUNIOR
HUDSON, OHIO
At a glance: Specializes in breaststroke events for the Buckeyes.
As a sophomore (2013): Saw action in eight meets over the course of the sea-
son ... had a steller performance at the Ohio State Invitational, picking up three 
personal-best times - 100 breaststroke (56.38), 200 breaststroke (2:04.74) and 
400 individual medley (4:13.85) ... received Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State 
Scholar-Athlete recognition.
As a freshman (2012): Opened Ohio State career swimming the 100 and 200 
breaststroke events at a home meet vs. Kenyon ... dropped three personal best 
times at the Ohio State Invitational - 100 breaststroke, 200 breaststroke and 400 
individual medley ... academically, earned Ohio State Scholar-Athlete recogni-
tion.
Background: John served as a team captain under head coach Matt Davis at 
Hudson High School ... earned All-America honors ... lists swimming on relays at 
the state championship meet as his greatest sports thrill thus far ... enjoys watch-
ing football and NASCAR ... plans to major in electrical engineering ... brother, 
Mark Zucca, was a swimmer at Penn State, while his other brother, Mike Zucca, 
played football at Case Western Reserve ... was a member of National Honor 
Society in high school ... son of Richard and Linda Zucca.
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BILL WADLEY
HEAD COACH
25TH SEASON
Bill Wadley, who is in his 25th season as Ohio State’s men’s swimming coach, is one 
of the most experienced and respected mentors in the world of competitive swimming. 
In the summer of 2012, Ohio State signed him to a fi ve-year contract extension that 
runs through 2017.
“We are extremely excited Coach Bill Wadley will continue to lead our men’s swim 
program,” said Ohio State associate athletics director T.J. Shelton. “For more than 
two decades, Bill has done a remarkable job mentoring young men in our program. 
Well-respected within the national and international swim communities, Coach Wad-
ley has established Ohio State as a program where the student-athletes excel in the 
classroom, are active in community service and have the passion and work ethic to 
compete for championships.”
The 2010 Big Ten Conference Coach of the Year, Wadley’s teams have posted six 
consecutive Top 20 fi nishes at the NCAA championships; his teams have been ranked 
in the NCAA Top 25 for 21 of the past 24 seasons.
Wadley’s Buckeyes get it done outside of the pool, too. Last season, for instance, the 
team had a remarkable run in the classroom with a 3.28 overall grade point average 
(GPA) and earned the distinction of being a Collegiate Swim Coaches Association of 
America Scholar-Athlete Team.
• Three Buckeyes were named to the Big Ten’s Distinguished Scholars list with 
GPAs above 3.70;
• 
• Andrew Elliott was recognized as the Big Ten Medal of Honor recipient and 
named a Capital One Academic All-America At-Large Selection
• 
• 38 student-athletes were honored as an OSU Scholar-Athlete; and
• 
• 18 swimmers and divers who are at least a sophomore eligibility-wise were 
named to the Academic All-Big Ten Conference team.
In the spring of 2010, Wadley was named Technical Swimming Chairman for the In-
ternational University Sports Federation (FISU). It is a position of utmost importance 
from an administrative and operational standpoint for the swimming competitions at 
the World University Games. Starting with the 2011 World University Games in Shen-
zhen, China, Wadley will be the swimming expert for the world, ensuring that the host 
country sets up and then runs a fi rst-class swimming competition.
The position is appropriate for Wadley because making sure athletes receive a qual-
ity, fi rst-rate experience is something he does every day as coach of the Buckeyes. 
That goal reached a pinnacle of realization this year as he coached Ohio State to a 
stunning and decisive win at the Big Ten championships for the school’s fi rst Big Ten 
crown in 54 years. He was named the 2010 Big Ten Conference Coach of the Year 
for his team’s efforts.
Wadley, a past president of the American Swimming Coaches Association and who is 
now in his sixth term on the ASCA board, has coached 15 Olympians and his teams 
have been ranked in the NCAA Top 25 for 21 of the past 24 seasons. Buckeye swim-
mers and divers have qualifi ed for the NCAA championships in 22 of Wadley’s 24 
years as coach.
Wadley has compiled a dual-meet record of 213-39 at Ohio State and has a career 
record of 237-49 in 27 seasons as a college head coach. He has produced more than 
35 world-ranked swimmers and 15 of his student-athletes have reached the Olympics. 
Two Buckeyes competed at the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing, China - Itai Cham-
mah and Niksa Roki - while George Markovic qualifi ed for the 2012 Olympic Games 
in London.
Wadley has coached 16 individual Big Ten champions; overall, he has mentored 26 
Big Ten champions at three Big Ten schools.
Wadley has represented the United States as a coach on numerous occasions. He 
has coached the 1986 Olympic Festival and the 1988 and 1992 Gold Medal teams 
comprised of top non-collegiate swimmers in preparation for the Olympics. In 1991, 
Wadley coached the U.S. team at the World University Games and in 1993 he was 
coach of the U.S. National Team training camp. In 1998, he was chosen as the head 
men’s coach for the Goodwill Games. The team went on to set seven Goodwill Game 
records. In 2009, Wadley was an assistant coach for USA Swimming for the World 
University Games in Bangkok, Thailand, and he served as an assistant for Team USA 
in the 2011 Duel in the Pool.
Outside the collegiate ranks, Wadley coached the only double gold medalist in both 
the 1987 and 1993 World University Games for the United States. He has coached 
swimmers to the Olympic level of competition for the past six Olympiads. Recent Ohio 
State swimmers have won a total of three gold, two silver and fi ve bronze medals in 
international competition. Marko Strahija qualifi ed for the 2000 Olympics in Sydney for 
his native country of Croatia, fi nishing ninth in the 200 backstroke. Most recently, Wad-
ley showcased 28 current, former or incoming Ohio State men’s swimmers compete at 
the 2012 U.S. Olympic Team Trials.
Wadley came to Ohio State after two years as the men’s swimming coach at Michigan 
State. He also served as the MSU women’s coach during his last season, guiding both 
teams to Top 20 NCAA fi nishes. This year marks Wadley’s 27th as a coach in the Big 
Ten Conference. He started his coaching career at the University of Alabama under the 
tutelage of fi ve time U.S. Olympic coach Don Gambril.
Wadley also guided the nationally ranked Joliet (Ill.) Jets swim club to a second-place 
fi nish at the YMCA nationals, where his team broke nine national records.
Wadley’s system, which emphasizes a strong work ethic, discipline and the power of 
positive thinking, has helped the Buckeyes break 105 school records while producing 
42 All-Americans. His swimmers have set 16 national and 11 Big Ten records through 
the years.
“The foundation of our program is technique and quality and we continually look for 
opportunities to help our athletes improve,” Wadley said. “Challenging athletes to train 
and compete at the highest level is our primary goal.”
During the off-season, Wadley is involved with swimming at all levels working and 
hosting camps and clinics around America and specifi cally in the Buckeye State. Wad-
ley served as president of the American Swimming Coaches Association and is a six-
time board member. He is also a Board Member of USA Swimming and frequently 
lectures at coaching clinics across the world.
Wadley was twice chosen to run the NCAA Yes Clinic and serves on the NCAA peer 
mentoring committee.
Wadley is a 1979 graduate of Austin Peay State University. He did graduate work at 
the University of Alabama. He and his wife, Gail, an athletics trainer at the OSU Sports 
Medicine Center, reside in Columbus. Bill has two sons; Brian and Michael.
Bill Wadley’s Year-by-Year Records
School  Year W-L  Pct Big Ten  NCAA
Michigan State 87-88 9-4  .692 6th  28th
Michigan State 88-89 10-3 .769 6th  19th
Michigan State* 88-89 5-3  .625 4th  18th
Ohio State 89-90 4-4  .500 7th  21st 
Ohio State 90-91 10-0 1.000 5th  19th
Ohio State 91-92 6-2  .750 4th  16th
Ohio State 92-93 10-1 .909 4th  16th
Ohio State 93-94 9-1  .900 3rd  15th
Ohio State 94-95 14-1 .933 5th  T38th
Ohio State 95-96 10-1 .909 3rd  23rd
Ohio State 96-97 11-2 .846 5th  25th
Ohio State 97-98 9-3  .750 4th  20th
Ohio State 98-99 10-1 .910 7th  NA
Ohio State 99-00 8-2  .800 6th  30th
Ohio State 00-01 10-1 .910 7th  25th
Ohio State 01-02 10-1 .910 6th  NA
Ohio State 02-03 7-2  .778 6th  NA
Ohio State 03-04 6-2  .750 8th  30th
Ohio State 04-05 10-1 .909 6th  22nd
Ohio State 05-06 7-2  .777 5th  21st
Ohio State............. 06-07 6-3  .667 3rd  12th
Ohio State............. 07-08 10-1 .909 4th  16th
Ohio State............. 08-09 10-2 .833 2nd  14th
Ohio State............. 09-10 9-1  .900 1st  9th
Ohio State............. 10-11 10-1 .909 3rd  11th
Ohio State............. 11-12 9-1   .900 2rd  12th
Ohio State............. 12-13 8-2  .727 3rd  12th
Ohio State Totals...... 24 years 213-39
Career Totals.......... 27 years 237-49
*Coached both men’s and women’s teams. 
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JUSTIN SOCHOR
HEAD DIVING COACH
FIRST SEASON
Justin Sochor was named head coach of the Ohio State diving team, TJ Shelton, as-
sociate athletics director for sports administration, announced Wednesday. Sochor, a 
native of Worthington, Ohio, becomes just the fourth coach in the program’s 82-year 
history.
“I am confi dent that Justin has what it takes to lead our very successful diving pro-
gram both in the classroom and in the diving well,” Shelton said. “During the interview 
process, Justin articulated a vision that would focus on the overall development of the 
student-athlete. We are excited to have Justin join our coaching staff at Ohio State.”
Sochor, who was head coach for Team USA at the 2013 World Championships in 
Barcelona, is no stranger to the remarkable Buckeye diving program.
The 2010 USA Diving Junior National Coach of the Year, Sochor transitioned from a 
three-year stint at the helm of the U.S. Elite Diving Academy to the program manager 
and head coach of the Ohio State Diving Club in 2010. Sochor, who was a volunteer 
assistant coach for the Buckeyes from 2007-10, worked closely with former 35-year 
Ohio State diving head coach Vince Panzano and considers his predecessor as his 
coaching mentor.
“Mike Peppe, Ron O’Brien and Vince Panzano. For more than 80 years, these three 
men have created the fi nest diving community for student-athletes to achieve their 
highest level of success personally, competitively and academically,” Sochor said. 
“These coaches have inspired me to continue the tradition of excellence at this great 
university. I am truly honored and humbled to step forward as the fourth head diving 
coach of the Buckeyes.”
Most recently, Sochor led the Ohio State Diving Club to back-to-back overall national 
titles at the 2013 USA Diving Junior National Championships Aug. 10 in Minneapolis, 
Minn. The OSU boys club also claimed a national championship.
In 2012, Sochor left his position with the club team to take full leadership as interim 
diving coach for the Scarlet and Gray during the Women’s Big Ten Championships. 
With his guidance, the Buckeyes swept the diving events as former OSU diver Bianca 
Alvarez dominated the 1-meter and 3-meter springboard events with scores of 360.65 
and 410.65, respectively, while current OSU diver Cheyenne Cousineau completed 
the sweep with a winning score of 326.10 on the 10-meter platform. In 2010, he also 
guided the Ohio State men’s squad to its fi rst Big Ten championship in 54 years.
Sochor has coached the Buckeyes to multiple NCAA All-American performances, in-
cluding fi rst and second place fi nishes at the 2008 NCAA National Championships on 
the women’s 3-meter event when Chelsea Davis and Alvarez earned the Top 2 spots, 
respectively.
As a coach at the junior and national team levels, Sochor has collected 78 individual 
national medals, including 22 golds, 25 silvers and 21 bronzes. Below are some recent 
successes guided by Sochor:
• 2012 Puerto Rico Grand Prix - three bronze medals - men’s 10-meter synchro, 
women’s 10-meter and women’s 10-meter synchro
• 2012 Junior World Championships - bronze medal, men’s 10-meter
• 2011 Junior Pan American Games - bronze medal women’s 10-meter
• 2010 Junior World Championship - bronze medal, women’s 10-meter
• Sochor has passion, dedication, innovation and knowledge of diving that is clear 
to all who meet him. He has been named head coach for many different national 
team competitions and is known for leading his divers to national and interna-
tional success.
A former varsity diver and Cleveland State University graduate with a degree in psy-
chology, Sochor founded American Flyers Diving, Inc. in 1996. He developed his club 
into one of the largest diving clubs in the Midwest, bringing nearly 100 new divers 
into the sport each year. As a Viking, Sochor was a four-time collegiate conference 
champion and was named the 1995 Athlete of the Year. From 1992-1997, Sochor was 
a professional high diver/entertainer at Sea World.
Sochor lives in Powell, Ohio with his wife, Katie, son, Mason and daughter, Sydney.
Diving National and International Successes 
Since 2010:
• Named National Team USA Head Coach: 2013 World Championship 
Team - Barcelona, Spain
• Current USA Diving nominee, 2013 United States Olympic Committee
• 2013 United States Olympic Committee Developmental Coach of the 
Year for Diving
• Named Team USA Head Coach: 2013 Puerto Rico Grand Prix
• Team USA Head Coach: 2013 Canada Grand Prix
• Team USA Head Coach: 2012 Junior World Championship Team - 
Adelaide, Australia
• Team USA Head Coach: 2012 International Invite - Dresden, Germany
• 2012 USA Olympic Team Trials -Team Champions Combined Men & 
Women
• 2012 USA Senior National - Team Champions - Women
• Two-time USA Diving Developmental Coach of the Year (2010 and 
2012)
• 2012 Junior Nationals - Team Champions - Combined Men & Women
• 2012 and 2013 East Nationals - Team Champions - Combined Men & 
Women
• 2011 Junior Pam American Games Coach - Medellin, Columbia
• 2011 Junior Nationals - Team Champions - Women
• 2011 East Nationals - Team Champions - Combined Men & Women
• 2010 Junior World Championship Coach - Tucson, Arizona
• 2010 Junior Nationals - Team Champions - Combined Men & Women
• 2010 East Nationals - Team Champions - Combined Men & Women
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DAVE ROLLINS
ASSISTANT COACH
SECOND SEASON
Dave Rollins is in his second season as an assistant coach for the Buckeyes. Rollins, a 
nine-time All-American at the University of Arizona (2003-06), joined the program with seven 
years of coaching experience at all levels of swimming.
In his fi rst season with the Buckeyes, Rollins helped Ohio State fi nish third at the Big Ten 
Championships and send 11 swimmers to the NCAA Championships. He has also played 
a key role in helping the Scarlet and Gray secure yet another Top-15 fi nish in the national 
polls, as Ohio State was ranked 13th in the fi nal CSCAA Division I Team Rankings and was 
12th at the NCAA Championships.
Rollins came to Columbus with coaching experience at the club, high school and collegiate 
levels. Rollins is a former NCAA champion, nine-time All-American, United States national 
fi nalist and Olympic Trials participant.
“The facilities and the national events we host are a good indicator of the quality of the Ohio 
State program,” Rollins said. “More importantly, coach Wadley and others have created an 
environment which fosters growth as students, athletes and individuals. It’s an exciting, dy-
namic, and supportive team. My family and I are very happy to be a part of it.”
Rollins is a graduate of the University of Arizona (2007) with a degree in interdisciplinary 
studies. While at Arizona, he established four school records and became the fastest Ameri-
can breaststroker in history - a record that stood for six years. He captained the Wildcats 
his senior year.
Following his time as a competitor, he began coaching at Tucson Ford Dealers Aquatics un-
der Hall of Famer Frank Busch. Rollins worked with multiple Olympic and World Champion 
gold medalists. Moving to Northern Arizona University in 2007, he served as an assistant 
coach for the Lumberjacks for three seasons. While in Flagstaff, he also was head coach for 
Peaks Aquatic Club. In both capacities, he played a major role in impacting the quality and 
growth of the programs, highlighted by 12 school records at N.A.U. and moving Peaks into 
the U.S.A. Bronze Medal Club category.
Prior to Ohio State, Rollins was the head coach of the west satellite location for the Marlins 
and was an assistant with St. Xavier High School in Cincinnati, Ohio. Once again his con-
tributions resulted in dramatic results. The Marlins captured three Ohio Age Group Cham-
pionships. Rollins also worked with Olympic Trial qualifi ers as well as national and junior 
qualifi ers along with national and state record holders. His efforts with the Aquabombers 
were equally productive, as he was part of two Ohio Championships, while coaching 11 All- 
Americans. Three of his Cincinnati athletes are now Buckeyes.
A native of Brocton, Mass., he and wife Caroline Keefe Rollins welcomed their fi rst child, 
Alice, this past fall.
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Y E A R - B Y- Y E A R  R E S U LT S
 
1972 ..........John Bruce/Ron O’Brien ................7-2 ...................3rd ................ 9th
1973 ..........John Bruce/Ron O’Brien ................2-8 ...................6th .............. 11th
1974 ..........John Bruce/Ron O’Brien ................6-5 ...................4th ................ 8th
1975...........John Bruce/Ron O’Brien ................3-6 ...................5th .............. 10th
1976 ..........Dick Sloan/Ron O’Brien .................5-7 ...................6th .............. 15th
1977 ..........Dick Sloan/Ron O’Brien .................5-3 ...................5th .............. 12th
1978 ..........Dick Sloan/Ron O’Brien .................4-4 ..................2nd .............. 13th
1979 ..........Dick Sloan/Vince Panzano ............7-4 ...................3rd .............. 27th
1980 ..........Dick Sloan/Vince Panzano ............8-4 ...................5th .............. 17th
1981...........Dick Sloan/Vince Panzano ............3-6 ...................5th ............T23rd
1982 ..........Dick Sloan/Vince Panzano ............7-4 ...................5th .............. 14th
1983 ..........Dick Sloan/Vince Panzano ............6-4 ...................4th .............. 10th
1984 ..........Dick Sloan/Vince Panzano ............5-5 ...................4th .............. 16th
1985 ..........Dick Sloan/Vince Panzano ............7-6 ...................4th .............. 13th
1986 ..........Dick Sloan/Vince Panzano ............5-7 ...................4th .............. 13th
1987 ..........Dick Sloan/Vince Panzano ............6-2 ...................6th .............. 20th
1988 ..........Dick Sloan/Vince Panzano ............2-6 ...................8th .............. 21st
1989...........Dick Sloan/Vince Panzano ............2-5 ...................7th ..............23rd
1990 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ............4-4 ...................7th .............. 21st
1991...........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ..........10-0 ...................5th .............. 19th
1992 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ............6-2 ...................4th .............. 16th
1993 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ..........10-1 ...................4th .............. 16th
1994 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ............9-1 ...................3rd .............. 15th
1995 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ..........14-1 ...................5th ............T38th
1996 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ..........10-1 ...................3rd ..............23rd
1997 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ..........11-2 ...................5th .............. 25th
1998 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ............9-3 ...................4th .............. 20th
1999 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ..........10-1 ...................7th ............. DNC
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1931...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................3-2 .................T7th ............... N/A
1932...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................8-0 .................T5th ............... N/A
1933...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................3-0 ...................n/a ............... N/A
1934...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................5-2 ...................6th ............... N/A
1935...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................4-1 ...................4th ............... N/A
1936...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................4-2 ...................6th ............... N/A
1937...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................5-2 ..................2nd ............... 2nd
1938...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................5-0 ................... 1st ............... 2nd
1939...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................3-0 ..................2nd ............... 2nd
1940...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................1-3 ..................2nd ..............T3rd
1941...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................5-1 ...................4th ................3rd
1942...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................5-2 ..................2nd ................3rd
1943...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................2-2 ................... 1st ................ 1st
1944...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................0-4 ...................5th ..............T3rd
1945...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................3-2 ..................2nd ................ 1st
1946...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................8-0 ................... 1st ................ 1st
1947...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................6-0 ................... 1st ................ 1st
1948...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................5-1 ..................2nd ............... 2nd
1949...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................5-1 ................... 1st ................ 1st
1950...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................9-0 ................... 1st ................ 1st
1951...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................8-0 ................... 1st ................3rd
1952...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................7-0 ................... 1st ................ 1st
1953...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................5-2 ................... 1st ............... 2nd
1954...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................8-0 ................... 1st ................ 1st
1955...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................7-1 ................... 1st ................ 1st
1956...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................9-0 ................... 1st ................ 1st
1957...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................8-1 ...................3rd ............. DNC
1958...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................4-3 ...................3rd ................ 4th
1959...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................7-1 ...................3rd ............... 2nd
1960...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................8-1 ...................3rd ................ 7th
1961...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................5-3 ...................3rd ................3rd
1962...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................8-0 ...................3rd ................ 1st
1963...........Mike Peppe/Peppe ........................6-3 ...................4th ................ 5th
1964...........Bob Bartels/Ron O’Brien ...............5-3 ...................3rd ..............T6th
1965 ..........Bob Bartels/Ron O’Brien ...............5-2 ...................4th ................ 5th
1966 ..........Bob Bartels/Ron O’Brien ...............5-3 ...................4th ................ 9th
1967 ..........Bob Bartels/Ron O’Brien ...............4-4 ...................6th .............. 12th
1968...........John Bruce/Ron O’Brien ................6-4 ...................5th .............. 19th
1969 ..........John Bruce/Ron O’Brien ................4-3 ...................4th ................ 8th
1970 ..........John Bruce/Ron O’Brien ................7-3 ...................4th .............. 10th
1971 ..........John Bruce/Ron O’Brien ................6-3 ...................3rd ................ 9th
2000 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ............8-2 ...................6th .............. 30th
2001...........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ..........10-1 ...................7th .............. 25th
2002 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ..........10-1 ...................6th ............. DNC
2003 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ............7-2 ...................8th ............. DNC
2004 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ............6-2 ...................8th .............. 30th
2005 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ..........10-1 ...................6th ............. 22nd
2006 ..........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ............7-2 ...................5th ............ T21st
2007...........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ............6-3 ...................3rd .............. 12th
2008...........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ..........10-1 ...................4th .............. 16th
2009...........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ..........10-2 ..................2nd .............. 14th
2010...........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ............9-1 ................... 1st ................ 9th
2011...........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano...........10-1................... 3rd...............11th
2012...........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ............9-1 ..................2nd .............. 12th
2013...........Bill Wadley/Vince Panzano ............8-2 ...................3rd .............. 12th
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2013 SEASON REVIEW
FIRST TEAM ALL-BIG TEN
Shane Miszkiel 
SECOND TEAM ALL-BIG TEN
Zach Birnbrich
Zach Holmes
Connor McDonald
Tim Phillips
Jason Schnur
Keanu Stevenson
Garrett Trebilcock
ALL- AMERICA HONORS
Tim Phillips
Shane Miszkiel
Jason Schnur
Zach Birnbrich
Zach Holmes
Tim Phillips
Garrett Trebilcock
Keanu Stevenson
Tamas Gercsak
Michael Disalle
NCAA QUALIFIERS
Zach Birnbrich
Michael Disalle
Tamas Gercsak
Zach Holmes
Connor McDonald
Alex Miller
Tim Phillips
Jason Schnur
Keanu Stevenson
Garrett Trebilcock
Steven Zimmerman
Shane Miszkiel
2013 BIG TEN
CHAMPIONSHIPS
1.  Michigan
2. Indiana
3. Ohio State
4. Minnesota
5. Purdue
6. Wisconsin
7. Iowa
8. Penn State
9. Northwestern
10. Michigan State
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ALL-TIME TOP 5 PERFORMERS BY EVENT
50 FREESTYLE
1. Jason Schnur ...............2012 ............. 19.12
2. Joe Doyle .....................2007 ............. 19.38
3.  Matt Voelker .................2008 ............. 19.54
4.  Joel Elber .....................2009 ............. 19.76
5. Lincoln Fahrbach..........2010 ............. 19.85
100 FREESTYLE
1. Jason Schnur ...............2012 ............. 42.70
2. Brian Malich .................2001 ............. 43.27
3. Tim Phillips ...................2011 ............. 43.30
4. Matt Voelker .................2008 ............. 43.46
5. Joe Doyle .....................2007 ............. 43.49
200 FREESTYLE
1. George Markovic ..........2010 .......... 1:34.85 
2. Zach Holmes ................2013 .......... 1:34.93
3. Tim Phillips ...................2011 .......... 1:34.98
4. Lincoln Fahrbach..........2011 .......... 1:35.13
5. Michael DiSalle ............2014 .......... 1:35.57
500 FREESTYLE
1. George Markovic ..........2010 .......... 4:14.41
2.  Stefan Sigrist ................2010 .......... 4:17.39
3. Alex Miller .....................2013 .......... 4:17.80
4. Brent Hitchcock ............2011 .......... 4:19.66
5. Rowan Williams ............2013 ...........4:20.11
1000 FREESTYLE
1. Stefan Sigrist ................2010 .......... 9:00.75
2. Brent Hitchcock ............2010 .......... 9:02.96
3. George Markovic ..........2010 .......... 9:05.46
4. Mark Neiman ................2010 .......... 9:06.76
5. Alex Miller .....................2014 .......... 9:09.36
1650 FREESTYLE
1. Stefan Sigrist ................2010 ........ 14:50.46
2. Alex Miller .....................2013 ........ 14:57.29
3. Brent Hitchcock ............2010 ........ 14:59.40
4. George Markovic ..........2010 ........ 15:01.92
5. Mark Neiman ................2009 ........ 15:08.61
100 BUTTERFLY
1.  Tim Phillips ...................2013 ............. 45.85
2. Quincy Lee ...................2011 ............. 46.47
3. Andrew Bretscher.........2009 ............. 46.71
4. Lincoln Fahrbach..........2012 ............. 46.93
5. Chuck Allison................2009 ............. 47.03
200 BUTTERFLY
1. Tamas Gercsak ............2013 .......... 1:43.54
2. Quincy Lee ...................2011 .......... 1:43.57
3. Luke Stirton ..................2012 .......... 1:44.59
4. Ryan Bubb ...................2012 .......... 1:44.86
5. Niksa Roki ....................2010 .......... 1:45.43
100 BACKSTROKE
1. Andrew Elliott ...............2010 ............. 46.01
2. Connor McDonald ........2014 ............. 46.79
3. Garrett Trebilcock .........2013 ............. 47.09
4. Markus Sievers ............2012 ............. 47.14
5. Steven Zimmerman ......2013 ............. 47.39
200 BACKSTROKE
1. Connor McDonald ........2014 .......... 1:40.83
2. Andrew Elliott ...............2012 .......... 1:41.22
3. Markus Sievers ............2011 .......... 1:42.50
4. Steven Zimmerman ......2013 .......... 1:42.55
5. Phillip Seleskie .............2009 .......... 1:43.50
100 BREASTSTROKE
1. Sam Pelkey ..................2010 ............. 52.96
2. Elliott Keefer .................2011 ..............53.11
3. Felipe Travesso ............2009 ............. 53.32
4. Daniel Malnik................2010 ............. 53.58
5. Kevin Kling ...................1998 ............. 53.82
200 BREASTSTROKE
1. Elliott Keefer .................2010 .......... 1:54.13
2. Sam Pelkey ..................2009 .......... 1:55.19
3. Justin Farra ..................2011 .......... 1:56.77
4. Judson Crawford ..........1993 .......... 1:57.59
5. Spencer Hewes ............2009 .......... 1:57.63
200 INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
1. Justin Farra ..................2011 .......... 1:44.86
2. Tamas Gercsak ............2013 .......... 1:44.99
3. Markus Sievers ............2010 .......... 1:45.40
4. Justin Farra ..................2009 .......... 1:45.66
5. Steven Zimmerman ......2014 .......... 1:45.84
400 INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
1. Tamas Gercsak ............2013 .......... 3:45.17
2. Justin Farra ..................2011 .......... 3:45.99
3. Nate King .....................2007 .......... 3:48.20
4. Justin Farra ..................2009 .......... 3:48.73
5. Austin Mudd .................2010 .......... 3:48.93
200 FREESTYLE RELAY
1. Schnur, Birnbrich,
  Holmes, Phillips ...................2013...........1:17.69
2. Schnur, Fahrbach, 
  Birnbrich, Holmes ................2012...........1:17.70
3. Schnur, Fahrbach, 
  Birnbrich, Phillips ................. 2011...........1:17.81
4. Elber, Fahrbach,
  Olson, Phillips ......................2010.......... 1:18.30
5. Elber, Olson,
  Travesso, Bretscher .............2009...........1:18.85
400 FREESTYLE RELAY
1. Phillips, Sakaris,
  Fahrbach, Holmes ............... 2011...........2:52.00
2. Schnur, Phillips,
  Holmes, Disalle ....................2013...........2:52.74
3. Sakaris, Schnur,
  Holmes, Fahrbach ...............2012...........2:53.81
4.  Fleagle, DiSalle
  Hillmer, Komarov .................2014...........2:53.85
5. Elber, Phillips,
  Fahrbach, Olson ..................2010...........2:54.65
800 FREESTYLE RELAY
1. Phillips, Sakaris,
  Fahrbach, Holmes ............... 2011...........6:21.10
2. Holmes, Miller,
  Williams, Disalle ...................2013...........6:21.24
3.  Markovic, Olson
  Sakaris, Phillips ...................2010...........6:22.73
4. Miller, Hitchcock
  Holmes, Fahrbach ...............2012...........6:23.53
5. Busch, Markovic
  M. Sigrist, Olson ..................2009...........6:25.72
200 MEDLEY RELAY
1. Trebilcock, Stevenson,
  Phillips, Schnur ....................2013...........1:24.79
2. Elliott, Keefer, 
  Lee, Schnur ......................... 2011...........1:25.29
3. McDonald, Stevenson
  McHugh, Fleagle ..................2014...........1:25.57
4. Elliott, Stevenson, 
  Birnbrich, Schnur .................2012...........1:25.62
5. Elliott, Pelkey, 
  Bretscher, Elber ...................2010...........1:26.27
400 MEDLEY RELAY
1. Elliott, Keefer,
  Phillips, Fahrbach ................ 2011...........3:07.68
2. Elliott, Keefer, 
  Phillips, Elber .......................2010...........3:08.24
3. Elliott, Stevenson, 
  Fahrbach, Schnur ................2012...........3:08.68
4. Elliott, Pelkey, 
  Phillips, Elber .......................2010...........3:09.10
5. McDonald, Stevenson,
  Phillips, Schnur ....................2013...........3:09.71
LONG COURSE RECORDS
50 FREESTYLE
Jason Schnur..............................2012 ..............22.11
100 FREESTYLE
Tim Phillips .................................2013 ............. 49.77
200 FREESTYLE
George Markovic ........................2009 .......... 1:48.34
400 FREESTYLE
George Markovic ........................2009 .......... 3:52.19
800 FREESTYLE
Stefan Sigrist ..............................2009 .......... 8:07.45
1500 FREESTYLE
Mark Neiman ..............................2009 ........ 15:34.76
100 BACKSTROKE
Niksa Roki ..................................2009 ............. 55.50
200 BACKSTROKE
Steven Zimmerman ....................2013 .......... 1:59.98
100 BREASTSTROKE
Dani Malnik .................................2009 .......... 1:02.16
200 BREASTSTROKE
Elliott Keefer ...............................2010 .......... 2:12.09
100 BUTTERFLY
Tim Phillips .................................2011 ............. 51.69
200 BUTTERFLY
Niksa Roki ..................................2008 .......... 1:59.58
200 IM
Niksa Roki ..................................2009 .......... 2:00.91
400 IM
Niksa Roki ..................................2009 .......... 4:21.60
400 MEDLEY RELAY
King, Cass,
Doyle, Voelker ............................2006 .......... 3:43.55
400 FREESTYLE RELAY
Holmes, Meldon,
DiSalle, Schnur ...........................2012 .......... 3:22.94
800 FREESTYLE RELAY
Holmes, Miller,
Fahrbach, Elliott..........................2011 .......... 7:28.28
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OHIO STATE NCAA TEAM TITLES
1943, 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, 52, 54, 55, 56, 62
50 YARD FREESTYLE
1952 Richard Cleveland .........22.3
1954 Richard Cleveland .........22.0
100 YARD FREESTYLE
1946 Halo Hirose  ..................52.1
1954 Richard Cleveland  ........50.0
200 YARD FREESTYLE
1943 Bill Smith ....................2:09.8
1946 Jack Hill ......................2:11.3
1947 Bill Smith ....................2:10.4
1948 Bill Smith ....................2:09.5
1949 Bill Smith ....................2:08.5
500 YARD FREESTYLE
1943 Keo Nakama ..............4:43.2
1944 Keo Nakama ..............4:47.0
1945 Seymour Schlanger....4:55.4
1946 Jack Hill ......................4:47.2
1947 Bill Smith ....................4:45.2
1948 Bill Smith ....................4:43.8
1949 Bill Smith ....................4:42.6
1952 Ford Konno ................4:30.3
1954 Ford Konno ................4:28.6
1955 Ford Konno ................4:31.1
1,500 YARD FREESTYLE
1939 Harold Stanhope ......19:53.8
1940 Harold Stanhope ......20:15.8
1943 Keo Nakama ............19:18.6
1944 Keo Nakama ............20:02.2
1945 Seymour Schlanger  20:11.4
1950 Jack Taylor ...............18:38.3
1952 Ford Konno ..............18:15.5
1954 Ford Konno ..............18:14.4
1955 Ford Konno ..............18:16.1
100 YARD BACKSTROKE
1950 Bill Sonner .....................59.1
1952 Jack Taylor ....................57.3
1953 Yoshi Oyakawa .............56.9
1954 Yoshi Oyakawa .............57.0
1955 Yoshi Oyakawa .............58.0
1962 L. B. Schaefer ...............53.9
200 YARD BUTTERFLY
1940 John Higgins ............ *2:23.7
1953 Gerald Holan ............ *2:14.0
1962 Artie Wolfe ..................1:58.6
*“Dolphin kick” not permitted  
150 YARD BACKSTROKE
1937 William Neunzig .........1:37.1
1949 Bob deGroot ...............1:34.0
1950 Jack Taylor .................1:32.1
200 YARD BACKSTROKE
1951 Jack Taylor .................2:07.3
1952 Yoshi Oyakawa ..........2:07.3
1953 Yoshi Oyakawa ..........2:05.1
1954 Yoshi Oyakawa ..........2:09.8
1955 Yoshi Oyakawa  .........2:07.7
1962  L.B. Schaefer .............1:58.7
400 YARD FREESTYLE RELAY
1947  Ohio State  .................3:30.0
1958 Ohio State  .................3:23.1
150 YARD INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
1954   Albert Wiggins ............1:26.5
200 YARD INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
1956   Albert Wiggins 2:07.5 .............. 1962   
 Harley Mull 2:02.3
1963   Harley Mull  2:01.6 .............. 1965   
 Robert Hopper 1:51.8
300 YARD MEDLEY RELAY
1946   Fetterman, Counsilman, Hobert ....... 2:57.0
1951   Taylor, Holan, Kobayashi    ............ 2:52.2
1953   Oyakawa, Holan, Cleveland  ............ 2:47.2 
1954    Oyakawa, Van Heyde, Whiteleather 2:49.3 
1955   Oyakawa, Wiggins, Kawachika ........ 2:42.4     
400 YARD MEDLEY RELAY
1961   Schaefer, Kovacs, Wolfe, Plain  ........ 3:40.3
1962   Schaefer, Kovacs, Wolfe, Plain  ........ 3:37.6
 
ONE-METER DIVING
1937 Jim Patterson ............135.80
1938 Al Patnik ....................145.14
1939 Al Patnik ....................131.08
1940 Al Patnik ....................147.04
1941 Earl Clark ..................134.80
1942 Frank Dempsey .........134.80
1943 Frank Dempsey .........141.12
1945 Hobart Billingsley ......121.90 
1946 Miller Anderson .........101.96
1947 Miller Anderson .........151.10
1948 Bruce Harlan .............163.87
1949 Bruce Harlan .............142.41
1950 Bruce Harlan .............145.00
1953 Gerry Harrison ...........485.75
1954 Fletcher Gilders .........444.10
1955 Fletcher Gilders .........535.05
1956 Frank Fraunfelter.......514.10
1958 Donald Harper ...........481.25
1959 Ronald O’Brien ..........468.95
1960 Sam Hall ....................510.35
1962 Lou Vitucci .................470.50
1963 Lou Vitucci .................489.70
1971 Mike Finneran ...........520.98
1972 Todd Smith ................503.25
1973 Tim Moore .................487.90
1974 Tim Moore .................494.25
1975 Tim Moore .................502.71
1988 Patrick Jeffrey ...........541.15
THREE-METER DIVING
1938 Al Patnik ....................143.92
1939 Al Patnik ....................161.34
1940 Earl Clark ..................166.82
1941 Earl Clark ..................165.40
1942 Frank Dempsey .........151.20
1943 Frank Dempsey .........155.68
1945 Hobart Billingsley ......132.10
1946 Miller Anderson .........118.10
NCAA TEAM TITLES
Michigan 12
OHIO STATE 11
Texas 10
Southern California 9
Stanford 8
Auburn 8
Indiana 6
Yale 4
California 4
Florida 2
MOST NCAA INDIVIDUAL 
CHAMPIONS IN A YEAR
Texas (2001) 11
OHIO STATE (1954) 9
Indiana (1969) 9
Stanford (1992) 9
Michigan (1937) 8
OHIO STATE (1955) 8
Southern California (1964, ‘77) 8
Indiana (1971) 8
Stanford (1985, ‘94, ‘95, ‘98) 8
NCAA TEAM TITLES BY COACHES
Coach Years School Titles
Richard Quick 1982-2009 Stanford, Texas, Auburn 13
David Marsh 1990-2007 Auburn 13 
Ed Reese 1979-present Texas 12 
MIKE PEPPE 1931-63 OHIO STATE 11  
Peter Daland 1958-92 Southern California 9
Skip Kenney 1979-present Stanford 7
Jim Counsilman 1957-90 Indiana 6 
Matt Mann 1925-1954 Michigan 6 
1947 Miller Anderson .........172.62
1948 Miller Anderson .........174.34
1949 Bruce Harlan .............152.37
1950 Bruce Harlan .............153.65
1953 Robert Clotworthy .....525.80
1954 Morley Shapiro ..........530.00
1955 Gerry Harrison ...........590.25
1956 Donald Harper ...........505.35
1958 Donald Harper ...........518.90
1959 Sam Hall ....................465.10
1960 Sam Hall ....................503.60
1961 Lou Vitucci .................491.65
1962 Lou Vitucci .................491.65
1963 Lou Vitucci .................496.90
1964 Randy Larson ............523.75
1973 Tim Moore .................539.61 
1975 Tim Moore .................590.61
1983 Mark Bradshaw .........575.45
1987 Mike Wantuck ............641.45
1988 Patrick Jeffrey ...........632.20
10-METER PLATFORM DIVING
1991  David Pichler .............763.95
2008 Sean Moore...............478.20
MIKE PEPPE 
Swimming and Diving Coach - 1931-63
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ALL AMERICANS
BREASTSTROKE
Jose Balmores .......................1950-51
Robert Bartels.............................1949
George Colville ......................1934-35
James Counsilman ................1946-47
Judson Crawford ...................1992-93
Al Gilsdorf ...................................1933
Eugene Heilpern  ........................1936
John Higgins ..........................1938-40
Van Leer Hoffman ..................1956-57
Jerry Holan ............................1951-53
Terry Humphries .........................1965
Elliott Keefer ...............................2011
Russell Kirbert ............................1935
Kevin Kling..................................1998
Tom Kovacs ...........................1960-62
Emil Mamaliga ............................1943
Al McKee ...............................1937-38
Leo Portelance ......................1952-53
Earl Trumble ...............................1946
Robert VanHeyde ..................1954-55
FREESTYLE
Lenny Adell .................................1946
James Baehren .....................1969-70
Charles Bechtel .....................1958-60
Fred Brandt.................................1938
Baker Bryant ...............................1935
Rocco Cirigliano .........................1954
Dick Cleveland.......................1952-54
Bob Connell ...........................1958-59
Don Coolahan.............................1943
Lee Danielsen .......................1964-65
Dick Dewey ................................1958
Ben Donaldson ...........................1964
Frank Dooley .........................1950-51
Barlette Ewell..............................1934
Lincoln Fahrbach ........................2011 .
Steve Grimm ................... 1942, 46-47
Ray Grode ..................................1945
Jack Hill  ................................1946-47
Halo Hirose  ...........................1946-48
Jay Hladish .................................1994
Ted Hobert ..................................1946
Bob Johnson...............................1938
Herb Kobayaski .....................1950-51
Ford Konno ............................1952-55
Brian Malich ................ 1998, 2000-01
George Markovic ........................2010
Jack Martin .................................1943
Gergald McNamee ................1956-57
Don McPhee ...............................1959
Keo Nakama ..........................1943-44
Orrin Nordstrom ..........................1962
Andrew Olson .............................2010
George Onekea ..........................1959
John Patton ................................1940
Tim Phillips .................................2010
John Plain  .............................1961-62
William Quayle.......................1938-39
John Ryan ...................... 1942-43, 47
Edwin Sabol................................1938
Stephen Sakaris .........................2010
Seymour Schlanger ....................1945
Jason Schnur.........................2011-12
Stefan Sigrist ..............................2010
Bill Smith......................... 1943, 47-49
Harold Stanhope....................1939-40
C. Stephanos .................. 1950-51, 55
Jack Taylor .............................1950-51
Bill VanHorn ...........................1958-59
Tom Whiteleather...................1951-54
Dexter Woodford  ..................1935-37
Elwood Woodling ...................1938-40
INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
Jose Balmores .......................1950-51
Robert Hopper .......................1965-67
Marty Mull ..............................1962-64
Joe Prata ....................................1951
George Schmidt..........................1970
Al Wiggins..............................1955-57
BUTTERFLY
Allan Cartwright ..........................1962
Nathaniel Clark ......................1962-63
David Cowell..........................1982-84
Dick Dewey............................1958-59
Tom Fritz  ....................................1966
Robert Hooper ............................1965
Tim Phillips ...........................2011, 13
Reed Sievin ...........................1971-72
Charles Stagman ........................1959
Al Wiggins...................................1957
Artie Wolfe .............................1960-62
BACKSTROKE
Bob DeGroot..........................1947-49
Robert Denis...............................1945
Andrew Elliott..............................2011
Andrew Fela ..........................1932-34
Dick Fetterman ......................1946-47
Mark Follansbee ....................1942-43
Robert Hopper ............................1967
Jack Hulme .................................1969
Charles Kaiser ............................1983
Ralph Knight ..........................1948-49
Richard Michaels  ..................1964-65
Tom Murray ............................1959-60
Bill Nuenzig ...........................1937-38
Yoshi Oyakawa ......................1952-55
Charles Salie .........................1935-36
L.B. Schaefer  ........................1961-63
Reed Slevin ...........................1969-71
Nat Smith  ...................................1959
Bill Sonner .............................1950-51
Harold Stanhope.........................1939
Jack Taylor .............................1950-52
Bill Weaver .................................1994
Al Wiggins ..................................1955
HONORABLE MENTION
Chuck Allison ..............................2009
Anthony Attiah  ...........................1994
Zach Birnbrich .......................2011-13
Andrew Bretscher ..................2008-10
Jacob Busch ..........................2007-08
Itai Chammah .............................2009
Judson Crawford ........................1992
Joe Doyle....................................2007
Joel Elber......................... 2007,09-10
Andrew Elliott.........................2009-12
Lincon Fahrbach ....................2010-12
Justin Farra.................................2011
Tamas Gercsak...........................2013
Brent Hitchcock .....................2010,12
Zach Holmes .........................2011-13
Ryan Jefferson ...........................2010
Derek  de Jong ......................1991-92
Morgan Jones  ............................1991
Elliott Keefer ..........................2010-11
Bryan Kelly .................................1994
Nate King ....................................2006
James Kish .................................1992
Kevin Kling..................................1997
Quincy Lee .................................2011
R.J. Lemyre ...........................2006-07
Brian Malich ................................2000
George Markovic ............. 2007-08,10
Dustin McDaniels .......................1991
Alex Miller ...................................2012
Daniel Novak ..............................2008
Andrew Olson ........................2008,10
Sam Pelkey ................................2010
Tim Phillips .......................2010-11,13
Stephen Sakaris .........................2011
Jason Schnur.........................2011-13
Markus Sievers ...........................2011
Mathias Sigrist ............................2007
Stefan Sigrist ..............................2010
Scott Spees  ...............................1991
Keanu Stevenson ..................2012-13
Marko Strahija ............................1997
Felipe Travesso .....................2007-09
Garrett Trebilcock .......................2013
Matt Voelker...........................2007-08
Bernard Vrancken .......................1991
Kevin Ward  ................................1991
Bill Weaver  ..................... 1991-92,94
DIVING ALL-AMERICANS 
Miller Anderson ......................1946-48
Charles Batterman......................1942
Jeff Besozzi ...........................1977-78
Hobie Billingsley .............. 1945,48-50
Robert Bolcher............................1975
Brett Bortolussi ...........................1997
Juan Botella ...........................1961-63
Mark Bradshaw......................1982-85
Joe Cacolicci ..............................1996
Jack Calhoun .........................1947-50
Ted Christakos .......................1945-46
Earl Clark ...............................1939-41
Bob Clotworthy ......................1951-53
Al Coffey .....................................1951
Frank D’Amico .......................1975-78
Frank Dempsey .....................1941-43
Steve Eberle ...............................1978
Dick Flynn ..............................1963-65
Mike Finneran ........................1968-71
Fritz Fisher ..................................1962
Tim Fox  ................................1975-76
Frank Fraunfelter ...................1955-57
Fletcher Gilders .....................1954-56
Bill Glueck..............................1962-64
Tom Gompf ............................1959-61
Sam Hall ................................1958-60
Kellen Harkness ....................2006-07
Bruce Harlan..........................1947-50
Don Harper ............................1956-58
Gerry Harrison .......................1952-55
Patrick Jeffrey ................. 1985-86, 88
Harry Kallman .............................1936
Stu Kent  .....................................1954
James Kirkland ...........................1967
Charles Knorr ........................1966-68
Randy Larson ........................1964-66
Gorann Lundquist .......................1963
Joe Marino .............................1950-52
Rick Matheny  .............................1973
Michael McIntyre ........................1998
Chris Meinardi ............................1965
Shane Miszkiel ......................2012-13
Sean Moore ...........................2008-09
Tim Moore .............................1972-75
Dave Moreau ..............................1973
Mike Motter ............................1973-75
Ron O’Brien ...........................1957-59
Albert Patnick  .......................1938-40
James Patterson....................1936-38
David Pichler .........................1989-92
Jim Quinlivan .........................1989-90
Mike Rayn...................................1981
Mitchell Richeson ..................2004-05
Yoshi Sakata ..........................1993-94
Doug Shaffer .........................1982-83
Morley Shapiro ......................1952-55
Burkley Showe (3m) ...................2009
John Simpson ........................1949-50
Steven Skilken .......................1970-72
Todd Smith.............................1969-72
James Stillson ............................1974
James Strong ........................1943-47
Robert Stone  ........................1944-45
Jack Tolar  ..................................1946
Scott Trefzger .............................1979
Lou Vitucci .............................1961-63
Kent Vosler ............................1975-78
Mike Wantuck ........................1985-87
Glen Whitten ..........................1956-58
Kevin Wright  .........................1979-80
Wes Wieser ...........................2008-10
DIVING HONORABLE MENTION
Brett Bortolussi  .....................1994-96
Christian Holstein ..................2011-12
Ryan Jefferson ...........................2010
Sean Moore (1m)........................2008
Burkley Showe (1m) ...................2009
Wes Wieser ...........................2007-10
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B I G  T E N  C H A M P I O N S
BIG TEN TEAM TITLES
1938, 43, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52,  53, 
54, 55, 56 , 2010
50 FREESTYLE
1947 Halo Hirose ...................23.6
1952 Richard Cleveland .........22.7
1954 Richard Cleveland .........22.1
1978 David Kulchar ..............20.78
2012 Jason Schnur ..............19.35
100 FREESTYLE
1946 Halo Hirose ...................52.3
1947 Halo Hirose ...................52.7
1954 Richard Cleveland .........49.5
1970 Jim Baehren ................47.14
1971 Reed Slevin .................47.02
1972 William Catt .................47.21
1998 Brian Malich ................43.89
2000 Brian Malich ................43.43
2001  Brian Malich ................43.27
2012 Jason Schnur ..............43.11
220 FREESTYLE
1943 Keo Nakama ..............2:11.2
1944 Keo Nakama ..............2:13.0
1945 Keo Nakama ..............2:20.3
1946 Jack Hill ......................2:11.4
1947 William Smith .............2:08.9
1949 William Smith .............2:08.9
1952 Ford Konno ................2:06.7
1954 Ford Konno ................2:06.3
440 FREESTYLE
1940 Harold Stanhope ........4:58.2
1942 Jack Ryan ..................4:54.9
1943 Neo Nakama ..............4:47.4
1944 Neo Nakama ..............4:52.5
1945 Neo Nakama ..............4:59.5
1946 Jack Hill ......................4:49.7
1947 Jack Hill  .....................4:46.1
1949 William Smith .............4:43.3
1950 Jack Taylor .................4:45.5
1952 Ford Konno ................4:35.9
1954 Ford Konno ................4:28.8
1955 Ford Konno ................4:28.4
500 FREESTYLE
2010 George Markovic ......4:15.35
1,500 FREESTYLE
1950 Jack Taylor ...............18:58.1
1951 Jack Taylor ...............18.43.3
1952 Ford Konno ..............18:11.5
1953 Ford Konno ..............18:37.0
1954 Ford Konno ..............18:20.8
1955 Ford Konno ..............18:21.8
1957 Gerald McNamee .....19:08.3
1,650 FREESTYLE
1982 Gregory Masica ......15:26.41
2010 Stefan Sigrist ..........14:50.46
100 BUTTERFLY
1957 Al Wiggins .....................54.3
1978 David Kulchar ..............50.24
1982 David Cowell ...............47.94
1983 David Cowell ...............48.42
1984 David Cowell ...............47.63
200 BUTTERFLY
1984 David Cowell ............1:46.42
100 BACKSTROKE
1950 William Sonner ..............59.1
1951 Jack Taylor ....................57.7
1952 Jack Taylor ....................58.2
1953 Yoshi Oyakawa .............57.8
1954 Yoshi Oyakawa .............57.8
1955 Yoshi Oyakawa .............56.5
1957 Al Wiggins .....................57.6
1962 L.B. Schaffer .................54.2
1992 Bill Weaver ..................48.25
1993 Bill Weaver ..................48.21
1994 Bill Weaver ..................48.28
2010 Andrew Ellitott .............46.01
150 BACKSTROKE
1937 William Neunzig .........1:38.9
1938 William Neunzig .........1:39.0
1939 Harold Stanhope ........1:38.1
1942 Mark Follansbee.........1:36.8
1949 Robert DeGroot ..........1:35.1
1950 Jack Taylor .................1:33.4
200 BACKSTROKE
1951 Jack Taylor .................2:08.7
1952 Jack Taylor .................2:07.2
1953 Yoshi Oyakawa ..........2:10.8
1954 Yoshi Oyakawa ..........2:09.2
1955 Yoshi Oyakawa ..........2:06.1
2011 Andrew Elliott ...........1:41.69
2012 Andrew Elliott ...........1:41.71
100 BREASTSTROKE
1992 Judson Crawford .........55.18
1996 Kevin Kling ..................55.17
1998 Kevin Kling ..................54.50
2010 Elliott Keefer ................53.23
200 BREASTSTROKE
1938 Jack Higgins ...............2:29.4
1939 Jack Higgins ...............2:24.5
1940 Jack Higgins ...............2:24.4
1946 James Counsilman.....2:27.6
1953 Gerald Holan ..............2:15.6
1956 Van Leer Hoffman ......2:25.4
1992 Judson Crawford ........2:00.2
2009 Sam Pelkey ..............1:55.19
150 INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
1951 Jose Balmores ...........1:34.0
1955 Al Wiggins ..................1:24.3
200 INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
1956 Al Wiggins ..................2:08.3
1965 Bob Hopper ..............1:59.91
1966 Bob Hopper ................1:59.9
200 FREESTYLE RELAY
2010 Ohio State ................1:18.30
400 FREESTYLE RELAY
1938 Ohio State ..................3:35.1
1946 Ohio State ..................3:33.6
1947 Ohio State ..................3:31.0
1956 Ohio State ..................3:26.9
1958 Ohio State ..................3:24.7
1970 Ohio State ................3:08.91
2011 Ohio State ................2:52.00
300 MEDLEY RELAY
1938 Ohio State ..................3:01.7
1946 Ohio State ..................2:59.4
1950 Ohio State ..................2:52.4
1951 Ohio State ..................2:54.0
1952 Ohio State ..................2:50.7
1953 Ohio State ..................2:52.3
1954 Ohio State ..................2:50.8
1956 Ohio State ..................2:46.2
400 MEDLEY RELAY
1978 Ohio State ................3:25.22
1998 Ohio State ................3:11.74
FANCY DIVING
1936 James Patterson .......124.34
1937 James Patterson .......139.02
1938 Al Patnik ....................141.32
1939 Al Patnik ......................128.3
1940 Al Patnik ....................142.94
1941 Earl Clark ....................144.8
1942 Frank Dempsey ...........649.2
1943 Frank Dempsey .........139.56
1945 Robert Billingsly  .........154.2
1946 Miller Anderson ...........485.0
ONE-METER DIVING
1947 Bruce Harlan .............154.70
1948 Miller Anderson ...........398.3
1949 Bruce Harlan ...............417.4
1950 Bruce Harlan ...............303.4
1951 Robert Clotworthy .......314.2
1952 Morley Shapiro ..........463.55
1953 Robert Clotworthy .....523.60
1954 Morley Shapiro ..........483.70
1956 Don Harper................497.95
1957 Glen Whitten .............458.70
1958 Don Harper................469.60
1959 Sam Hall ....................488.45
1961 Louis Vitucci ..............492.30
1962 Juan Botella ..............447.75
1972 Tim Moore .................511.20
1973 Tim Moore .................475.77
1974 Tim Moore .................511.86
1975 Tim Moore .................514.02
1976 Frank D’Amico ...........511.80
1983 Mark Bradshaw .........507.48
1984 Mark Bradshaw .........509.70
1985 Mark Bradshaw .........527.45
1986 Michael Wantuck .......532.02 ...
1987 Michael Wantuck .......537.51
1988 Patrick Jeffrey ...........563.37
1992 David Pichler .............526.26
1993 Yoshihiro Sakata .......546.09
2002 Heath Knowling .........342.15
2005 Mitch Richeson..........367.60
2007 Burkley Showe ..........379.80
2012 Shane Miszkiel ..........401.75
THREE-METER DIVING
1948 Miller Anderson ...........478.1
1949 Bruce Harlan ...............447.1
1950 Bruce Harlan ...............421.1
1951 Robert Clotworthy .......364.9
1952 Robert Clotworthy .....518.10
1953 Robert Clotworthy .....485.10
1954 Morley Shapiro ..........534.50
1955 Jerry Harrison ............593.25
1956 Don Harper................475.05
1957 Don Harper................538.35
1958 Don Harper................514.30
1959 Sam Hall ....................518.90
1961 Louis Vitucci ..............499.90
1963 Louis Vitucci ..............540.05
1968 Chuck Knorr ..............484.20
1971 Mike Finneran ...........547.45
1973 Tim Moore .................523.89
1974 Tim Moore .................532.71
1975  Tim Moore .................556.26
1983 Doug Schaffer ...........565.38
1984 Mark Bradshaw .........595.92
1985 Mark Bradshaw .........606.10
1986 Michael Wantuck .......598.95
1987 Michael Wantuck .......596.67
1988 Patrick Jeffrey ...........606.10
1990 Jim Quinlivan.............574.30
1991 David Pichler .............591.75
1992 David Pichler .............578.43
1993 Yoshi Sakata .............576.78
1998 Michael McIntire ........577.90
2002 Heath Knowling .........582.45
2004  Mitch Richeson..........653.75
2007 Kellen Harkness ........406.75
2013 Shane Miszkiel ..........467.10
10-METER PLATFORM DIVING
1988 Patrick Jeffrey ...........791.15
1991 David Pichler .............699.00
1992 David Pichler .............761.07
2007 Wes Wieser ...............394.80
2008 Wes Wieser ...............415.50
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D I S T I N G U I S H E D  H O N O R S
ALL-BIG TEN SELECTIONS
Brett Bortolussi ...........................1997
Mark Bradshaw.....................1984, 85
David Cowell...............................1984
Judson Crawford ..................1992, 93
Joel Elber....................................2010
Andrew Elliott..................2010, 11, 12
Lincon Fahrbach ...................2010, 11
Jason Fox .............................1998, 99
Kellen Harkness .........................2007
Jay Hladish ...........................1994, 96
Zach Holmes ..............................2011
Pat Jeffrey ..................................1988
Elliott Keefer ...............................2010
Kevin Kling..................................1998
Heath Knowling ..........................2002
Brian Malich ..............1998, 99, 00, 01
George Markovic ........................2010
Mike McIntyre .............................1998
Shane Miszkiel .....................2012, 13
Sean Moore ................................2008
Andrew Olson .............................2010
Sam Pelkey ................................2008
Tim Phillips ...........................2010, 11
David Pichler ..............................1992
Jim Quinlivan ..............................1990
Mitch Richeson .....................2004, 05
Yoshi Sakata ...............................1993
Jason Schnur........................2011, 12
Burkley Showe............................2007
Stefan Sigrist ..............................2010
Marko Strahija ............................1998
Mike Wantuck .......................1986, 87
Bill Weaver .....................1992, 93, 94
Wes Wieser ..........................2007, 08
Sam Pelkey ................................2009
BIG TEN  MEDAL  OF  HONOR
Andrew Elliott..............................2012
R. Bartlett Ewell ..........................1934
Andy Gerken...............................1996
Donald Harper ............................1958
Kellen Harkness .........................2007
Bruce Harlan...............................1950
Patrick T. Moore ..........................1975
Mitch Richeson ...........................2005
Stefan Sigrist ..............................2010
Marko Strahija ............................1998
Mike Wantuck .............................1987
Albert Wiggins ............................1957
BIG TEN DIVER OF THE YEAR
Michael Wantuck ........................1987
Patrick Jeffrey .............................1988
David Pichler ..............................1991
David Pichler ..............................1992
Heath Knowling ..........................2002
Mitch Richeson ...........................2004
Kellen Harkness .........................2007
DIVER OF THE BIG TEN 
CHAMPIONSHIPS
David Pichler ..............................1991
David Pichler ..............................1992
Yoshihiro Sakata .........................1993
Heath Knowling ..........................2002 
Kellen Harkness .........................2007
Burkley Showe............................2007
Shane Miszkiel ...........................2012
Shane Miszkiel ...........................2013
BIG TEN FRESHMAN  OF  THE  YEAR
Derek Dejong..............................1991
Burkley Showe............................2007
BIG TEN COACH  OF  THE  YEAR
Bill Wadley ..................................2010
DIVING  COACH  OF  THE  YEAR
Vince Panzano ...........................1987
Vince Panzano ...........................1992
Vince Panzano ...........................1993
Vince Panzano ...........................2002
Vince Panzano ...........................2004
Vince Panzano ...........................2007
ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN
Andrew Elliott..............................2012
Kellen Harkness ....................2006-07
Mitch Ritcheson .....................2004-05
Stefan Sigrist ..............................2010
BIG TEN DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARS
Andrew Braun .............................2013
Itai Chammah .............................2009
Andrew Elliott.........................2011,12
Justin Farra.......................2009,10,11
Michael Gallagher.................2012, 13
Ryan Jefferson ......................2009,10
Connor McDonald.......................2013
Sean Moore ................................2009
Austin Mudd................................2010
Mark Nieman ..............................2009
Markus Sievers ......................2010,11
Stefan Sigrist ..............................2009
Andrew Slater .............................2013
Andrew Spurling .........................2012
Luke Stirton ................................2011
Gavin Trebilcock .........................2013
Bo Wullings .................................2011
ACADEMIC ALL-BIG TEN
Matt Axline .............................1995,96
Kegan Beran...............................2005
Ian Betts .....................................2013
Zach Birnbrich .......................2012,13
Scott Blake .......................2007,08,09
Adam Braun......................2004,05,06
Andrew Braun .............................2013
Matt Braun ..................................1999
Andrew Bretscher .......................2010
Ryan Bubb ..................................2013
William Budde...................1991,92,93
Jacob Busch .....................2007,08,09
Michael Byrnes ...........................2005
Dillon Cady .................................1996
Travis Carver .........................2000,01
Itai Chammah .............................2010
Alex Chen .........................2008,09,10
Nick Cheney ...............................2002
Chris Cowley ..............................2013
Joel Davis ..............................1996,97
Duncan de Wet .................2008,09,10
Michael DiSalle ...........................2013
Dmitry Dolgov .............................2013
Joe Doyle..........................2005,06,07
Marc Dreyer ......................2004,05,06
Joel Elber..........................2008,09,10
Andrew Elliott....................2010,11,12
Lincon Fahrbach ...............2010,11,12
Justin Farra.......................2009,10,11
Rajesh Fotedar ...........................1995
Jason Fox .........................1998,99,00
Michael Gallagher..................2012,13
Tamas Gercsak...........................2013
Andy Gerken ....................1994,95,96
Greg Grotke ...........................1988,89
Jeff Gullett ..................................2004
Burak Guzel ................................2001
Brian Guibord ...................1996,97,98
Nick Hanneman ...........2004,05,06,07
Kellen Harkness ...............2005,06,07
Jordan Hershberger...............2008,09
Brent Hitchcock ................2010,11,12
Jay Hladish .......................1994,95,96
Zach Holmes ....................2011,12,13
Christian Holstein .......................2012
Michael How ..........................1998,99
Michael Hulme .......................2009,11
Andy Jacobson ...........................1991
Ryan Jefferson .................2008,09,10
Bobby Jenrow .............................2009
Andrew Johnson ....................2007,08
Sean Johnson.............................2013
Morgan Jones ...................1992,93,94
Robert Kauscher...............2003,04,05
Elliott Keefer ..........................2009,11
Nick Keene .................................2005
Andrew Keily.....................2011,12,13 ...
Blaine Kincaid ...................2011,12,13
Nate King ...............................2006,07
Tyler King..........................2007,08,09
Kevin Kling........................1996,97,98
Mike Kordel.................................2007
Matthew Lauffer .....................1988,89
John Lewis..................................1991
Dani Malnik .......................2008,09,10
George Markovic ..............2008,09,10
Connor McDonald.......................2013
Michael Meldon ..........................2013
Alex Miller ...................................2013
Christopher Mills ...............1997,98,99
Craig Mines ......................1988,89,90
Shane Miszkiel ...........................2013
John Moore.................................2000
Sean Moore ................................2009
Austin Mudd...........................2010,11
Ian Neubauer ..............................2000
Mark Nieman ....................2008,09,10
Mark Nicholson ...........................2010
Daniel Novak ..............................2006
Niclas Ohman ...................1996,97,98
David Okeson .............................2005
Thomas O’Neil .......................2009,11
Alex Osterhage ...........................2013
Scott Oswiecinski .......................1997
Dominic Pecze............................2013
Sam Pelkey ......................2008,09,10
Jim Quinlivan .........................1989,90
Mitchell Richeson .............2003,04,05
Niksa Roki ........................2008,09,10
Stephen Sakaris ...............2010,11,12
Yoshi Sakata  ..............................1995
Matt Salerno ..........................1994,95
Ben Savonen .........................2009,10
Jacob Schuster ...........................2012
Ryan Sciortino ..................2003,04,05
Markus Sievers ...........................2010
Chris Stoneburg.....................2005,06
Jeremy Seidt..........................1996,97
Phil Seleskic ...............................2011
Markus Sievers ......................2011,12
Matthias Sigrist .................2007,08,09
Stefan Sigrist ....................2008,09,10
Gregory Simpson........................1987
Andrew Slater .............................2013
Alex Smit ....................................2010
Josh Smith ..................................2000
Steven Springer .....................2010,12
Andrew Spurling ...............2011,12,13
Keanu Stevenson .......................2013
Luke Stirton ......................2011,12,13
Jeff Steed ...................................1989
Dak Stone ..............................2012,13
Chris Stoneburg............... 2004-05-06
Ryan Stoneburg............... 2007-08-09
Marko Strahija ................. 1996-97-98
Kevin Taylor ...........................1997-98
Marty Tomes ...............................2006
Mike Tomes ................................2006
Felipe Travesso ..........................2008
Garrett Trebilcock ..................2012,13
Gavin Trebilcock .........................2013
Yannick van Heers ............2007,08,09
Sean Veit ..........................2002,03,04
Daniel Vitina .....................2000,01,02
Bernard Vrancken .......................1992
Kevin Ward .......................1990,91,92
John Weiss .......................1994,95,96
Patrick Wenzel .......................1996,97
Logan Westcott .................2003,04,05
Wes Wieser ......................2007,08,10
Dan Wickering ..................1988,89,90
Rowan Williams ..........................2013
Bo Wullings ............................2011,12
Kris Yaggi ...................................1991
John Zucca .................................2013
OHIO STATE OLYMPIANS
Garrick Agnew
Miller Anderson - D
Lucien Beaumont - D
Juan Botella - D
Mark Bradshaw - D
Jack Calhoun - D
Itai Chammah
Dick Cleveland
Bob Clotworthy - D
John Davey
Frank Dooley
Mike Finneran - D
Pie Geelan
Ralph Gilman
Tom Gompf - D
Sam Hall
Bruce Harlan - D
Don Harper - D
John Higgins - D
Jerry Holan
Patrick Jeffrey - D
Ron Kehrmann
Ford Konno
Chuck Knorr - D
Gorin Lundquist
Jerry McNamee
Tim Moore - D
George Onekea
Yoshi Oyakawa
Bill Patrick
David Pichler - D
Leo Portelance
Nick Rees
Niksa Roki
Andy Rolley
Manuel Sanguily
Nick Silverio
Bill Smith
Marko Strahija
Jack Taylor
Leo Vigeant
Lou Vitucci - D
Kent Vosler - D
Glen Whitten - D
Al Wiggins
George Markovic*
*Markovic represented Serbia in the 2012 London Olympics. 
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T R A D I T I O N  A N D  E XC E L L E N C E
Coach/Year Won Lost Pct.
Bill Wadley (1990-present) 213 38 .849
Mike Peppe (1931-1963) 179 39 .821
Dick Sloan (1976-1989) 72 67 .520
John Bruce (1968-1975) 41 34 .547
Bob Bartels (1964-1967) 19 12 .613
SWIMMING
Dick Cleveland  1984
James Counsilman   1988
John Higgins  1984
Halo Hirose  1987
Gerald Holan  1997
Ford Konno  1977
Harley M. Mull  2002
Keo Nakama  1979
Bill Neunzig  1999
Yoshi Oyakawa  1978
L.B. Schaefer  1996
Bill Smith  1977
Jack Taylor  1983
Al Wiggins  1980
Artie Wolfe  2005
Bob Hopper  2009
DIVING
Miller Anderson  1979
Hobie Billingsley   1989
Mark Bradshaw  1993
Earl Clark   1981
Bob Clotworthy  1980
Frank Dempsey  1987
Mike Finneran  2001
Fletcher Gilders  1998
Thomas Gompf  1999
Bruce Harlan  1979
Don Harper   1982
Patrick Jeffrey  2005
Tim Moore  1983
Ron O’Brien  1984
Al Patnick  1977
Jim Patterson  1992
Lou Vitucci  1986
Kent Vosler  2000
David Pichler  2013
COACHES
Robert Bartels  1998
Vince Panzano  1996
Ron O’Brien  1984
Mike Peppe  1977
SWIMMING COACHES’ RECORDS
OHIO STATE ATHLETICS 
HALL OF FAME
2012-13 INDIVIDUAL WIN TOTALS
FRESHMEN
DJ MacDonald  3
David Morgan  2
Andrew Yunker  2
Josh Fleagle  1
Peter Lyon  1
Jovan Mitrovic  1
 
SOPHOMORES
Steven Zimmerman 9
Keanu Stevenson 5
Tamas Gercsak  4
Connor McDonald 4
Jared Kauffman  2
Sean Monahan  2
David Morgan  2
Nick Wrightson  2
Andrew Braun  1
Chris Cowley  1
Michael Meldon  1
Alex Osterhage  1
Dominic Pecze  1
Rowan Williams  1
JUNIORS
Alex Miller  12
Shane Miszkiel  11
Tim Phillips  9
Michael Gallagher  3
Garrett Trebilcock  1
 
SENIORS
Jason Schnur  8
Zach Holmes  3
Luke Stirton  3
Zach Birnbrich  2
Andrew Slater  1
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L E T T E R W I N N E R S
A
Jason Adler .............................................................. 05
David Agnew............................................................ 52
Joseph Albers .......................................................... 10
James Allen ........................................... 85, 86, 87, 88
Ryan Allinder ............................................... 97, 98, 99
Chuck Allison ........................................................... 09
Patrick Atkins ........................................................... 00
Anthony Attiah ............................................. 94, 95, 96
Matt Axline ................................................... 94, 95, 96
B
James Baehren ........................................... 70, 71, 72
Benjamin Bailey ..............................................09,10,11
Nick Bailey ............................................................... 99
Bradley Baker .................................................... 83, 84
Jose Balmores ................................................... 50, 51
Roger Bangs............................................................ 78
Robert Bartels.................................................... 50, 51
Robert R. Bartels ..................................................... 76
Adam Bauer............................................................. 04
Matthieu Baumann ....................................09,10,11,12
Andy Beachler (D) ............................................. 86, 87
Lucien Beaumont..................................................... 54
Charles Bechtel .................................................. 57,60
Jeff Bell.... .......................................................... 96, 97
Timothy Bell ................................................. 97, 98, 99
Chuck Bennett ......................................................... 80
Kegan Beran...................................................... 04, 05
William Bertino......................................................... 80
Jeffrey Besozzi ...................................... 75, 76, 77, 78
Ian Betts ........................................................ 2012, 13
John Betzhold .................................................... 66, 67
William Betzhold ................................................ 66, 67
Scott Bey ................................................................. 07
Andrew Bigler .................................................... 97, 98
Hobert Billingsley ..................................................... 50
Chris Binting .......................................... 99, 00, 01, 02
Marco Birac ............................................................. 06
Jeffrey Birk ............................................. 78, 79, 80, 81
Jorgan Birkeland...................................................... 53
Alexander Birnbrich ............................... 77, 78, 79, 80
Zach Birnbirch ..........................................10,11,12, 13
Mark Birnbrich ....................................... 85, 86, 87, 88
Richard Bishop .................................................. 65, 66
David Black............................................ 73, 74, 75, 76
Lynn Black ............................................................... 80
Scott Blake .................................................... 07,08,09
Scott Bliss ................................................................ 76
Roger Blocher.............................................. 72, 73, 74
Stephen Bolt ............................................................ 84
Brett Bortolussi (D) ...................................... 94, 95, 96 
Brett Boston.... .....................................................11,12
Juan Botella ................................................... 61,62,63
John Bradshaw .................................................. 85, 86
Mark Bradshaw (D)................................ 82, 83, 84, 85
Timothy Brady ............................................. 67, 68, 69
Adam Braun........................................... 03, 04, 05, 06 
Andrew Braun.... ................................................ 12, 13
Matt Braun ............................................. 97, 98, 99, 00
William Breitigam ..................................................... 98
Andrew Bretscher ......................................08,09,10,11
Matthew Bretscher................................. 84, 85, 86, 87
Nathan Bretscher................................... 81, 82, 83, 84
Donald Brinkman ................................................ 61,62
Clinton Brown .............................................. 89, 90, 91
Gerard Brown .............................................. 81, 82, 83
Andrew Browler ....................................................... 13 
Ryan Bubb.. ...................................................11,12, 13
Bill Budde .............................................. 90, 91, 92, 93
Joseph Budde.............................................. 72, 73, 74
Richard Burke .......................................................... 78
Jacob Busch .................................................. 07,08,09
Shawn Button .......................................................... 95
James Butler, Jr. ................................................ 89, 90
Michael Byrnes .................................................. 04, 05
C
Joe Cacolici ............................................................. 95
Dillon Cady ........................................................ 95, 96
Randall Cain .......................................... 76, 77, 78, 79
Thomas Call ............................................................ 67
John Calhoun .......................................................... 50
James Callahan ..................................... 78, 79, 80, 81
Keller Callahan ........................................................ 13
Andreas Campioni ....................................... 02, 03, 04
James Canfi eld .............................................. 54,55,56
Peter Cardarelli.......................................................03 ..
Michael Carpenter ....................................... 63, 64, 65
Carl Carter ................................................... 63, 64, 65
Allan Cartwright ....................................................... 62
Travis Carver ......................................... 99, 00, 01, 02
Gail Catt....................................................... 70, 71, 72
Matthew Celik ........................................ 02, 03, 04, 05
Itai Chammah ............................................08,09,10,11
Kevin Chapman ..................................... 76, 77, 78, 79
Alex Chen ..................................................08,09,10,11
Nick Cheney ...................................................... 01, 02
Matthew Chute .................................................. 03, 04
Rocco Ciriglano ............................................ 53, 54,56
Nathaniel Clark ................................................... 63,64
William Clark ...................................................... 82, 83
Richard Cleavland ......................................... 52,53,54
Robert Clotworthy ............................................... 52,53
Kieth Clymer ............................................................ 53
Arthur Coffey ........................................................... 51
Robert Congelliere................................................... 50
Robert Connell.................................................... 57,59 
Eric Conrad...............................................................11
Shawn Copeland ..................................................... 85
Kris Corrigan.......................................... 81, 82, 83, 84
Juliano Costa ........................................................... 93
Jason Cottrell......................................... 92, 93, 94, 95
Curtis Cowan ........................................................... 69
David Cowell.......................................... 81, 82, 83, 84 
Chris Cowley..... ................................................. 12, 13
Reyneld Crane Jr. .............................................. 68, 69
Judson Crawford ......................................... 90, 91, 93 
Chris Craven............................................................ 12
Joseph Creel ...................................................... 60,61
D
Chris Dacek ............................................................. 90
Dennis Daley ............................................... 83, 84, 85
Frank D’Amico ....................................... 75, 76, 77, 78
Leland Danielson Jr. .................................... 64, 65, 66
Joel Davis .................................................... 95, 96, 97
Michael Davis ........................................ 92, 93, 94, 95
Adam Dehne............................................................ 02
Chris DePietro ......................................................... 13
Derek DeJong........................................ 91, 92, 93, 94
Brandon Deters ................................................. 00, 01
Douglas DeVlaming ..................................... 65, 66, 67
Richard Dewey ................................................... 57,59
Duncan de Wet ..........................................08,09,10,11
Eric Diederichs ...................................... 86, 87, 88, 89
Doug Dietsche ......................................................... 99
Erik Dingledine ........................................................ 04
Christopher DiSalle................................ 88, 89, 90, 91 
Michael DiSalle... ............................................... 12, 13
Dan DiSalle.............................................................. 13
David Dismer ........................................................... 62 
Dmitry Dolgov.. ................................................ ..12, 13
Greg Dontchos ........................................................ 01
John Donaldson.................................................. 63,64 
Frank Dooley ................................................. 50-51-52 
Ryan Dove ............................................................... 99
Joe Doyle............................................... 04, 05, 06, 07
Marc Dreyer (D) ..................................... 03, 04, 05, 06
Timothy Duffey....................................... 74, 75, 76, 77
Erin Dunn......................................... 90, 91, 92, 93, 94
Vladi Dusil.............................................. 00, 01, 02, 03
E
Steve Eberle ...................................................... 77, 78
Wm. Patrick Eddy .................................. 76, 77, 78, 79
Joel Elber...................................................07,08,10,11
Andrew Elliott.............................................09,10,11,12
David England ............................................... 54,55,56
David Enochs .......................................................... 51
Stephen Ettiene (D)..... ...................................... 12, 13
F
Lincoln Fahrbach .......................................09,10,11,12
Andrew Farell ........................................ 81, 82, 83, 84
Terri Farell .......................................................... 83, 84
Justin Farra................................................08,09,10,11
Marshall Farrell ....................................................10,11
Jeff Farschon ..................................................... 92, 93
Drew Fiden .............................................................. 99
Ryan Fillmann (D)................................... 98,99, 00, 01
Michael Finneran ......................................... 69, 70, 71
Ted Fischer .............................................................. 91
Frederick Fisher.................................................. 60,62 
Josh Fleagle ............................................................ 13
Andrew Flood ........................................ 87, 88, 89, 90
Richard Flynn .............................................. 63, 64, 65
Paul Foeller ............................................................. 80
Blake Foltz ......................................................... 03, 05
John Foltz ................................................................ 02
Evan Forbes ............................................................ 89
David Ford .......................................................... 53,54
Steven Forster ............................................. 74, 75, 76
John Foster.................................................... 60,61,62
Rajesh Fotedar .................................................. 94, 95
Jason Fox .............................................. 97, 98, 99, 00
Timothy Fox ........................................... 75, 76, 77, 78
Frank Fraunfelter ........................................... 55,56,57
Thomas Fritz ................................................ 65, 66, 67
Marc Froebel ......................................... 84, 85, 86, 87
Andrew Friedman .................................................... 96
Dale Fritsch ........................................... 78, 79, 80, 81
Casey Fronk ...................................................... 02, 03
William Fulker ........................................ 76, 77, 78, 79
G
James Gable ........................................................... 71
Richard Gable.............................................. 66, 67, 68
Thomas Gable ............................................. 66, 67, 68
Robert Gair ......................................................... 57,59 
Michael Gallagher. .........................................11,12, 13
Pie Geelen ............................................................... 94
Waldemar Geiger ........................................ 64, 65, 66
Christopher Geyer ................................................... 79
Andy Gerken.......................................... 93, 94, 95, 96 
Tamas Gercsak.................................................. 12, 13
Christopher Geyer ................................. 79, 80, 81, 82
William Gieseke .................................................. 57,59
Fletcher Gilders ............................................. 54,55,56
Michael Gilkison ...................................................... 86
John Gill......................................................... 52,54,57
William Glueck ............................................... 62,63,64
Thomas Gompf .............................................. 59,60,61
Chris Good (D) ............................................ 94, 95, 96
Ronald Gould........................................................... 89
Michael Grady ....................................... 87, 88, 89, 90
Gary Grant ................................................... 04, 05, 06
John Grant ............................................................... 99
Walter Grell III .............................................. 65, 66, 67
Gregory Grotke ...................................... 87, 88, 89, 90
Gary Grunau ................................................ 70, 71, 72
James Gude ............................................................ 59
Brian Guibord ........................................ 95, 96, 97, 98
Jeff Gullett ......................................................... 03, 04
John Gunning .............................................. 66, 67, 68
Burak Guzel ....................................................... 00, 01
H
John Haas ......................................................... 89, 90
Michael Hagedorn ................................................... 84
Sam Hall ............................................................. 59,60
Douglas Hamlin ..................................... 87, 88, 89, 90
Eric Hammeren.................................................. 84, 85
Joseph Hammond ................................................... 89
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L E T T E R W I N N E R S
Nick Hanneman (D) ..................................... 03, 04, 05
Spenser Hanson .......................................... 06, 07, 08
Travis Harker ........................................................... 93
Donald Harper .................................................... 56,57
Ralph Harrington ............................................... 86, 88
Gerald Harrison ........................................ 52,53,54,55
Lonny Harrison ............................................ 68, 69, 70
Kellen Harkness (D) .............................. 04, 05, 06, 07
Bruce Harlan............................................................ 50
Russell Harlan ......................................................... 52
David Hartman......................................................... 67
John Hayes.................................................... 60,61,62
Robert Heacock ........................................... 69, 70, 71
Steve Helmuth ............................................. 04, 05, 06
Joe Henry ........................................................... 57,59
William Hensel ............................................. 73, 74, 75
Benji Hershberger.............................................. 03, 04
Jordan Hershberger....................................... 07,08,09
Josh Hettich ............................................................. 99
Spencer Hewes ................................................... 2009
David High ............................................................... 83
Brent Hitchcock ..............................................09,10,11
Jay Hladish ............................................ 93, 94, 95, 96
Joseph Hoess .............................................. 84, 85, 86
Van Leer Hoffman .......................................... 55,56,57
Gerald Holan ................................................. 51,52,53
Zach Holmes ............................................10,11,12, 13 
Christian Holstein... .......................................11,12, 13
Mark Hontas .......................................... 83, 84, 85, 86
George Hoogerhyde .............................. 80, 81, 82, 83
Robert Hopper ............................................. 65, 66, 67
Douglas Host ........................................................... 88
Robert Houser ......................................................... 89
Mark Houston .................................................... 95, 96
Michael How ................................................ 97, 98, 99
Charles Howard ........................................... 69, 70, 71
Robert Hrobak, Jr. ....................................... 89, 90, 91 
Eric Huffman... ..........................................................11
Alex Hutchinson....................................................... 13
John Hulme ................................................. 69, 70, 71
Michael Hulme ...........................................08,09,10,11
Chris Humphreys ......................................... 94, 95, 96
Juan Humphries .......................................... 63, 64, 65
Charles Hunter ........................................................ 62
Kurt Huntsinger...................................... 84, 85, 86, 87
J
Jeffrey Jackman ............................................ 69,70,71
Andy Jacobson ........................................................ 90
Pat Jeffrey (D) .......................................... 85,86,87,88
Matt Jefferies ................................................. 03,04,05
Ryan Jefferson (D) ....................................08,09,10,11
Bobby Jenrow .................................................09,10,11
Andy Johnson ..................................................... 07,08
Lytle Johnson .......................................................... 64
Michael Johnson.................................................. 1979 
Sean Johnson.......................................................... 12
Morgan Jones ................................................ 92,93,94
Josh Jordan ............................................................. 10
Sean Justice ........................................................ 1995
K
Robert Kahl.............................................................. 69
Charles Kaiser ....................................... 80, 81, 82, 83
Mark Kaiser ............................................................. 84
Paul Kaiser ............................................ 79, 80, 81, 82
Paul Kamada ........................................................... 57
Adam Katz ............................................................... 95
Robert Kauscher.................................... 02, 03, 04, 05 
Jared Kauffman.... ................................................... 12
Edward Kawachika ........................................ 54,55,56
Elliott Keefer ...................................................09,10,11
Nick Keene ........................................................ 04, 05
Ron Kehrmann ...................................... 81, 82, 83, 84
Andrew Keily..............................................09,10,11,12
Daniel Kelley.......................................... 98, 99, 00, 01
Michael Kelley ......................................................... 07
Bryan Kelly ............................................ 92, 93, 94, 95
Robert Kelsik ............................................... 78, 79, 80
James Kemp.......................................... 74, 75, 76, 77
Michael Kenny ......................................................... 89
Vernon Kent ................................................... 54,55,56 
Blaine Kincaid ............................................09,10,11,12
Jayson King ....................................................09,10,11
Nate King ............................................... 04, 05, 06, 07
Ryan King ........................................................... 09,10
Tyler King....................................................... 07,08,09
James Kimmel ......................................................... 56
James Kirklin ............................................... 67, 68, 69
Jamey Kish .................................................. 91, 92, 93
Paul Kitchin.............................................................. 67
Kevin Kling............................................. 95, 96, 97, 98
Todd Knapp ........................................... 91, 92, 93, 94
Ben Knickrehm ........................................................ 03
John Knight.............................................................. 50
Charles Knorr .............................................. 66, 67, 68
Heath Knowling (D) ..................................... 00, 01, 02
Stephen Koch ............................................09,10,11,12
David Kohmetscher ........................................... 85, 86
Herbert Kobayashi ......................................... 50,51,52
David Kondracks ................................................ 62,63
Ford Konno ............................................... 52,53,54,55
Michael Kordel ................................................... 06, 07
Eric Kosier ................................................... 77, 78, 79
James Kostowicz ..................................................... 99
Thomas Kovacs ............................................. 60,61,62
David Kozar ....................................................... 88, 89
David Kuck ............................................ 96, 97, 98, 99
Paul Kula ........................................................... 85, 86
David Kulchar ........................................ 76, 77, 78, 79
L 
Edmund Lakin.................................................... 66, 67 
Kevin Lancki..... ...................................................11,12
Donn Landers ........................................ 76, 77, 78, 79
Douglas Landers ..................................................... 79
Gerald Lane ............................................................. 75
Randall Larson ............................................ 64, 65, 66
Timothy Lauer .................................................... 75, 76
Matthew Lauffer ........................................... 87, 88, 89
Steven Lauffer ............................................. 89, 90, 91
Gordon Leaf................................................... 50,51,54
Jeroen LeCoutere .................................................... 05
Benjamin Ledger ........................................... 54,55,56
Quincy Lee .....................................................09,10,11
R.J. Lemyre ........................................... 04, 05, 06, 07
Andreas Lentonsson.......................................... 00, 01
Michael Levitz ........................................ 73, 74, 75, 76
John Lewis............................................................... 90
Frank Leyshon ....................................... 80, 81, 82, 83
Terry Litner......................................................... 79, 80
Darren Livezey ........................................................ 97
James Loesch ....................................... 77, 78, 79, 80
Thomas Lubin .............................................. 89, 90, 91
Goran Lundquist ...................................................... 63
Peter Lyon ............................................................... 13
M
DJ MacDonald ......................................................... 13
Brian Mack............................................................... 80
Douglas Malcolm ................................... 76, 77, 78, 79
Brian Malich ........................................... 98, 99, 00, 01
Daniel Malnik ............................................ 07,08,09,10
Joseph Marino ............................................... 50,51-52
George Markovic ........................................... 08,09,10
Paul Martin .................................................. 74, 75, 76
Phil Martin................................................................ 81
Gregory Masica ........................................... 80, 81, 82
Richard Matheny ......................................... 71, 72, 73
Mark Mathis ................................................. 64, 65, 66
John McCain............................................................ 71
Brett McCann (D)..................................................... 83
Daniel McCarthy ................................................ 68, 69
George McCormick............................................ 68, 69 
Alex McCord.... .........................................................11
Dustin McDaniels..................................................... 91 
Connor McDonald.............................................. 12, 13
Dwaine McIlroy ................................................... 54,56
Brian McKay ...................................................... 87, 88
Mike McIntyre (D) ........................................ 97, 98, 99
Lowell McKelvey ...................................................... 61
Gerald McNamee ............................................... 56,57
Donald McPhee ....................................................... 59
Kent McWherter.................................................. 63,64
John Mead ............................................................... 62
Mike Means ....................................................... 01, 02
Edward Melanson Jr. ............................. 81, 82, 83, 84 
Michael Meldon.... ................................................... 12
Robert Meredith ..................................... 80, 81, 82, 83
Stephen Messinger................................ 87, 88, 89, 91
Jeffrey Metcalfe ....................................................... 83
Richard Michaels ......................................... 64, 65, 66
Stephen Miely ......................................... 71,72, 73, 74 
Alex Miller.... ..................................................11,12, 13
Ted Millet ............................................................ 09,10
Chris Mills .............................................. 96, 97, 98, 99
William Mills ............................................................. 59
Craig Mines ........................................... 87, 88, 89, 90
Andrew Misich ......................................................... 09 
Shane Miszkiel (D)... .....................................11,12, 13
Ty Mitchell.................................................... 82, 83, 84
Jovan Mitrovic.......................................................... 13
Charles Mohaupt ......................................... 64, 65, 66
David Molton II....................................... 78, 79, 80, 81 
Sean Monahan... ............................................... 12, 13
Chris Monson (D) ........................................ 00, 01, 02
Corey Moore ............................................................ 99
John Moore........................................................ 99, 00
Patrick Moore .............................................. 72, 73, 74
Sean Moore (D) .........................................08,10,11,12
Timothy Moore ................................................... 75, 76
David Moreau ........................................ 74, 75, 76, 77
David Morgan .......................................................... 13
James Motter ............................................... 72, 73, 74
David Moulton.......................................................... 78
Austin Mudd....................................................10,11,12
Cameron Mull ........................................ 96, 97, 98, 99
Harley Mull................................................... 62, 63, 64
Michael Mull................................................. 71, 72, 73 
Michael Murphy.... ....................................................11
Thomas Murray ............................................. 59,60,61
Patrick Murtha ....................................... 82, 83, 84, 85 
Rory Musselman...................................................... 79
N
Bunmei Nakama ...................................................... 50
Mark Neiman ............................................ 07,08,09,10
Ian Neubauer ........................................................... 99
Mark Nicholson ................................................... 09,10
Orrin Nordstrom ............................................. 61,62,63
Bruce Norvell ............................................... 63, 64, 65
Daniel Novak ............................................ 06,07,08,09
O
Ronald O’Brien ................................................... 57,59
Thomas Ocasek ................................................. 59,60
Thomas Ockerse ........................................... 61,62,63
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